
HVAR WINE TOUR
A full day of wine and great food visiting two of Croatia's premier wineries, 
followed by a delightful olive grove picnic!

Plavac Mali is the most known autochthonic grape variety in Croatia and the Dalmatian region. First 
brought here by Greeks 2234 years ago, Hvar’s ancient vineyards and olive groves have been recognized 
by UNESCO and are now protected as a World Heritage Site, the oldest continuously cultivated 
agricultural plain in the world!
Admired by wine enthusiasts around the globe, plavac mali’s fame might never have happened if wasn’t 
for Croatia’s most famous winemaker, Mike Grgich. As a young Croat, Mike left his native land with $30 in 
his pocket to �nd his fortune in America. Today, this legendary founder of Grgich Hills Winery in 
California; partner of the Mondavi family (and creator of their best chardonnay) and the pioneer of USA 
wine production in Napa Valley is famous the world over as the wine-maker who stunned the world by 
winning the famous 1976 Paris blind wine tasting (made into the movie “Bottle Shock”) 
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H V A R  W I N E  T O U R

For years Mike and a few of his fellow Croatians were convinced that the roots of zinfandel, “America’s 
grape”, were really Dalmatian. After years of research and DNA testing, Grgich was proved right. Not only 
was zinfandel Croatian, but it was traced to a small village in Kastela, between Split and Trogir. Another 
local cultivar, dobricic, from the island of Solta, was later found to be one of the parents of plavac mali 
which together with plavac mail and plavina, further proved a “�rst-degree” relationship of zinfandel. As 
Grgich himself said:
‘’Apart from the genes of zinfandel, plavac mali has genes of dobricic, a sort that has more colour than 
zinfandel, and has a thicker foreskin which is prevention to become rotten. I’m predicting a worldwide future 
for plavac mali, and I strongly believe that it will replace Italian primitivo and American zinfandel.’’
''Zinfandel goes to history and future of red wines lies in Plavac Mali''

TOUR DESCRIPTION:
Our glorious full day tour begins in the ‘’heart of Hvar Island’’. We'll head south, passing thought the 
island's 1400-meter-long stone tunnel to �nally reach the island's most important wine region—the lush 
vineyards located on the shoreside cli�s. Continuing further to Jelsa we'll visit one of the most famous 
Croatian winemakers, the Bastijana 

WINE CELLAR: 
Winery 1: Bastijana
Our tour of the winery includes both their production and cellar storage facilities (loaded with barique 
barrels) and an organized wine tasting in 4 courses that will be combined with island �nest local 
appetizers. Our host will be Mr. Andro Tomic , one of the most famous wine producers in Croatia. His 
wines have conquered and dazzled the world many times over and continue to do so. ‘’La Revue du vin 
de France’’, the respected wine magazine, distinguished his wines as being a benchmark for the future 
millennium. We invite you try his Mali Plavac, made from grapes grown on the southern hills. You’ll also 
enjoy his award-wining port wine, Hektor, which is an almost unheard of variety.

Winery 2: Medvid - Dubokovic & 2718 hours of sun in the bottle
Our program continues as we meet the leading Croatian “garage” winemaker to taste wines that have 
become the most sought after in the country. The reason? You’ll taste what it's like to try ''2718 hours in 
the bottle”. The term “garage” winemaker is sarcastically used by big Bordeaux wine producers and 
vineyard landlords to denigrate young and ambitious ''wine newcomers'' without vineyards or with very 
small land plots. Their feeling is that basing wine production on grapes purchased from other farmers 
can’t possibly be as good as coming from your own vineyard. Isn’t it wonderful that we have blind taste 
tests to prove which wine truly deserves to be called great instead of just looking at a famous label? 
The ultimate truth test isn’t just winning awards, it’s the palate of wine drinkers all over the world. Here 

in Croatia, Dubokovic wines have become a ''must have'' in the �nest restaurants, hotels and specialized 
wine shops. Dubokovic - Medvid wines now have the distinction of being the most expensive regular 
vintage wines in the country!

After the Dubokovic wine cellar tour and wine tasting we'll head to an 
olive grove for a fabulous lunch/dinner
(Depending on the time of day). This trip ends with an authentic island culinary picnic at the picturesque 
village of Vrisnik. Your host is one of the best Croatian olive oil producers, Mr. Borivoj Bojanic. His grove 
has an amazing view of Hvar's 2234-year-old Ager �eld, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, the oldest 
preserved agriculture plain in the world. As you savor the subtle �avors of all the local herbs and 
condiments used in the preparation of your meal and gaze out at Ager �eld, you will understand the 
essence of island living among unspoiled nature.

DURATION: This is a full day program, 6 - 8 hours. 

WHAT’S INCLUDED: The program as described, pick up, wine tour guide/driver, air-conditioned 4 WD 
(Toyota Landrcuiser or Mitshubishi Pajero). What's extra: Gratuities to guides and items purchased for 
personal use.

LUNCH MENU:
Appetizer:  Local cheese with island extra virgin olive oil/marinated anchovies and olive patè
Main Course:  Barbeque 
  or Stewed �sh prepared in the ''hunter's way'' on an open �re
  or Grilled �sh
  or Grilled �sh wrapped up with bacon
Dessert:  Fritule - local biscuit, caramelized almond – traditional Hvar type of candy
Beverage: Grappa - local brandy, wine, water, co�e
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in Croatia, Dubokovic wines have become a ''must have'' in the �nest restaurants, hotels and specialized 
wine shops. Dubokovic - Medvid wines now have the distinction of being the most expensive regular 
vintage wines in the country!

After the Dubokovic wine cellar tour and wine tasting we'll head to an 
olive grove for a fabulous lunch/dinner
(Depending on the time of day). This trip ends with an authentic island culinary picnic at the picturesque 
village of Vrisnik. Your host is one of the best Croatian olive oil producers, Mr. Borivoj Bojanic. His grove 
has an amazing view of Hvar's 2234-year-old Ager �eld, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, the oldest 
preserved agriculture plain in the world. As you savor the subtle �avors of all the local herbs and 
condiments used in the preparation of your meal and gaze out at Ager �eld, you will understand the 
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DURATION: This is a full day program, 6 - 8 hours. 

WHAT’S INCLUDED: The program as described, pick up, wine tour guide/driver, air-conditioned 4 WD 
(Toyota Landrcuiser or Mitshubishi Pajero). What's extra: Gratuities to guides and items purchased for 
personal use.
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Appetizer:  Local cheese with island extra virgin olive oil/marinated anchovies and olive patè
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  or Stewed �sh prepared in the ''hunter's way'' on an open �re
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PRICE LIST             
LACMAN WINERY, KONOBA ZBONDINI - REGULAR 3 COURSE MENU LUNCH/DINNER  225,00 €  215,00 €
KONOBA ZBONDINI - PEKA 3 COURSE MENU  265,00 €  245,00 €
KONOBA ZBONDINI - FISH 3 COURSE MENU  265,00 €  245,00 €
MALO GRABLJE -PEKA 3 COURSE MENU  265,00 €  255,00 €
MALO GRABLJE - FISH 3 COURSE MENU  265,00 €  255,00 €
OLIVE GROVE - MEAT BARBECUE 3 COURSE MENU  265,00 € 255,00 €
OLIVE GROVE -PEKA 3 COURSE MENU ¸ 265,00 €  255,00 €
OLIVE GROVE - FISH 3 COURSE MENU  275,00 €  255,00 €
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2-4
GUESTS

5-12
GUESTS
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To learn more about each winery, please reed description of our Where the wine future begins tour on 
our site www.suncanihvar.com/taste-hvar.html

WINE TASTING 
(one winery)
Meet the winemaker whose wines have been called a benchmark for the future 
millennium by the respected wine magazine 'La Revue du vin de France''. 
Taste wines from Croatia's first and only eco-winery, from specially monitored 
vineyards in the southern hills of Hvar that won both the Paris World Wine 
Contest and Decanter World Wine Awards in London. Meet Croatia's leading ''garage“ 
winemaker and taste wines which are now one of the most expensive in Croatia. 
Find out what it's like to try ''2718 hours of sun in the bottle''. 
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ITINERARY: 
We drive to Jelsa and we visit one of the best wineries on the island and also in Croatia. There we will 
taste three types of wines, one prošek and one grappa followed by di�erent types of cheese. 

MEETING POINT: Your hotel front desk 

DEPARTURE TIME: Mornings between 10 AM – 12 noon and afternoons 1 PM – 2 PM. 

DURATION: Half-day program, 2-3 hours

WHAT IS INCLUDED: Pick up, the program as described, car transfer to winery and back, 4-course 
wine tasting paired with �nest local delicacies.

PRICE PER PERSON Minimum 2 person

Half daywine tour - private
Half daywine tour - group
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2-4
GUESTS

5-12
GUESTS

99 € 85 €
59 € 49 €



To learn more about each winery, please reed description of our Where the wine future begins tour on 
our site www.suncanihvar.com/taste-hvar.html

WINE TASTING 
(two wineries one in Vrboska 
and one in Jelsa or two in Jelsa)
Meet the winemaker whose wines have been called a benchmark for the future 
millennium by the respected wine magazine 'La Revue du vin de France''. 
Taste wines from Croatia's first and only eco-winery, from specially monitored 
vineyards in the southern hills of Hvar that won both the Paris World Wine Contest 
and Decanter World Wine Awards in London. Meet Croatia's leading ''garage“ 
winemaker and taste wines which are now one of the most expensive in Croatia. 
Find out what it's like to try ''2718 hours of sun in the bottle''. 
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W I N E  T A S T I N G  ( t w o  w i n e r i e s )

ITINERARY: 
Arriving in Vrboska (also known as little Venice) we visit one traditional Dalmatian wine cellar where we 
taste 3 types of wine, one prošek (Dalmatian sweet desert wine), two types of grappa followed by 
prosciutto and cheese. 
After that, we drive to Jelsa and we visit one of the best wineries on the island and also in Croatia. There 
we will taste three types of wines, one prošek and one grappa followed by di�erent types of cheese. 
Also there is option instead winery in Vrboska do the wine tasting in another winery in Jelsa

MEETING POINT: Your hotel front desk 

DEPARTURE TIME: Mornings between 10 AM – 12 noon and afternoons 1 PM – 2 PM. 

DURATION: Half-day program, 3-4 hours

WHAT IS INCLUDED: Pick up, the program as described, car transfer to winery and back, 4-course 
wine tasting paired with �nest local delicacies.

WHAT IS EXTRA: Does not include lunch, but you can bring a picnic lunch (or we can suggest places 
to dine at); it does not include gratuities to guides and items purchased for personal use.
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PRICE PER PERSON Minimum 2 person

Half daywine tour - private
Half daywine tour - group

2-4
GUESTS

5-12
GUESTS

190 € 175 €
89 € 79 €
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TEO HULJIC is no ordinary winemaker or chef. Passionate about his native Hvar and its rich 
indigenous varieties, he produces an excellent range of wines from predominantly Hvar varieties, 
going further than any other winemaker in experimentation and preservation. Nowhere else in the 
world can you taste a delicious 100 percent white Mekuja (just 350 bottles produced). He is also the 
�rst to plant Chardonnay on Hvar, convinced an oak-aged cuvee with Prc and Posip will be a winner.
In addition to making wine, Teo cooks, and cooks well. An experienced chef from one of Zagreb’s �nest 
restaurants, the slow food Huljic experience is a unique and authentic journey into the gourmet 
Mediterranean as It Once Was. 

ANDRO TOMIC (JELSA) – One of Croatia’s most well-known winemakers, and certainly one of the most 
�amboyant, Andro Tomic is the ultimate Dalmatian bon viveur, who recently addressed the European Parliament 
on the di�erence between sparkling Prosecco and dessert wine Prosek in the recent EU disagreement over names. 
His Romanesque cellars in Jelsa are magni�cent, as are his wines. A passionate Hvarophile with a wine education 
from France, Tomic produces outstanding local variery wines (Beleca in the white, Plavac Mali Barrique in the red), 
as well as working with international varieties, such as Sveti Klement, which is akin to a traditional claret. Don’t 
miss his Prosek dessert wine, regarded as the best in the country. The most popular wine tasting experience 
on Hvar.

HALF DAY WINE TOUR 
AND THE LUNCH  
Have a half day away from the beach to learn more about Hvar’s fabulous food and 
wine story, which is not only intangible UNESCO heritage, but also exciting wine buyers 
from California to China? In a new addition for 2018, Hvar Wine Tours is responding to 
many requests from clients to introduce a half-day product which would allow both wine 
tasting and a special authentic meal.

This is a food and wine pairing o� the charts, and the location for your exquisite Hvar experience is 
almost as magical as the food itself. At the back of Huljic’s home is a courtyard with two distinctive 
features. Above two majestic lemon trees, whose annual yield is half a ton, and whose fruit you can 
pluck from the tree, and some stunning (and a little uneven) stone dining tables, paying tribute to the 
island’s stone traditions.
A perfect setting then for an authentic, indigenous experience, and the food and wine pairing will not 
disappoint. All food is prepared by Huljic himself, washed down with his own wine production, a 
molecular dining experience bringing out the very best taste in the most local ingredients.

WHAT’S INCLUDED:  
Pick up, the program as described, transfer to our Jelsa restaurant, one of the 4 course menus paired 
with glass of wine for each course. Water also included.

FISH SAMPLE MENU
Mussels baked with home made salsa and cheese from the island of Brac. – paired with Mekuja (authentic and 
almost extinct grape variety from Hvar Island)
Seafood mousse in white wine and olive oil – Kap sunca (blend of bogdanuša & parč)
Adriatic wild �sh in sa�ron sauce – Parč (traditional and authentic Hvar grape variety)
Local dessert – prošek sweet desert wine

MEAT SAMPLE MENU
Meat Carpaccio – Merlot Huljic
Veal steak in a sauce of prosciutto and sage from Hvar on a bed of bread and leek – blend of Cabernet & Merlot 
Huljić
Burger island of Hvar and Brac (chopped boar from island Hvar and minced lamb from Brač island) on rocket 
salad with goat cheese au gratin – paired with Mali Plavac southern slopes Medvid bad
Local dessert – prošek sweet desert wine

WHAT’S EXTRA:
Gratuities to guides and items and other articles out of the speci�ed menu purchased for personal 
use..
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IVO DUBOKOVIC (JELSA) – Another winemaker passionate about the island, Ivo Dubokovic 
has been named as Croatia’s top boutique winemaker, and with good reason. Not afraid to experiment 
and faithful to the grapes of Hvar, Dubokovic has come up with a unique football team of 11 excellent 
wines from his annual production of 25,000 bottles a year. Coupled with his professional marketing 
experience, the Dubokovic range is highly sought after in the top restaurants of Zagreb, particularly 
the reds, and bottles to look out for include 2718 (sunshine in a bottle, after the number of hours of 
sun Hvar averages annually), Medvedica and Medvid. The Dubokovic tasting experience is the most 
intimate and seductive, conducted as it is by candelit is his wine cellar, and accompanied by a tasting 
of his outstanding �avoured olive oils.

TEO HULJIC (JELSA) – One of Hvar’s smaller but most talented producers, Teo Huljic produces 
about 6,000 bottles a year in his cellar in the back streets on Jelsa’s old town, next to an excellent 
restaurant which bears his name, but the quality is excellent. Passionate about the island’s indigenous 
grapes, his range of whites in particular celebrate the very best of Hvar’s white grapes. This year, he has 
added another local variety which is close to dying out, Mekuja, with just 350 bottles produced. He is 
also keen to experiment as well, and recently became the �rst to plant Chardonnay on Hvar, where he 
intends to blend with Prc and Posip and age in oak. If you can persuade Teo to do a tasting with his 
slow food menu, it is a divine experience.

IVO CARIC (SVIRCE) – One of the rising stars of the Croatian wine scene, the rise of Ivo Caric is a 
success story to be celebrated. Passionate about the traditions of the islands and the native varieites 
available, Caric has built up an excellent national (and increasingly international) reputation for his 
small range of wines, which are now exported to many countries in Europe, and as far away as 
California. His Bogdanusa was the �rst to get international awards for this signature Hvar white, while 
his Plovac Ploski and Plovac Ploski Barrique are regarded by a growing number of experts as among 
the best Plavac Mali wines in the country. Caric last year opened a tasting facility on the canal in 
Vrboska. He also has a shop in Stari Grad where you can buy his wines, as well as other island-made 
products. 2016 was quite a year for Caric, as not only did he have his Plovac Ploski placed in a 3-star 
Michelin restaurant in Amsterdam, but the elite eatery designed a menu around it!

ZLATAN OTOK (SVETA NEDJELJA) – Hvar’s best known and most decorated winemaker on 
the island, Zlatan Plenkovic was one of the biggest names in Croatia wine, his bottles exported as far 
away as Russia and China. With vineyards sloping down to his native Sveta Nedjelja, Zlatan has made 
the village an important wine destination in its own right. The �rst Grand Cru in Croatia, his Zlatan 
Plavac Grand Cru is a consistent international medal winner, while his Posip won the prestigious 
Decanter Best Regional White Wine. Add to that he has a cellar under the sea below the divine 
waterfront restaurant on the marina he has built for the village, and no wonder more people are 
making the 

This is a food and wine pairing o� the charts, and the location for your exquisite Hvar experience is 
almost as magical as the food itself. At the back of Huljic’s home is a courtyard with two distinctive 
features. Above two majestic lemon trees, whose annual yield is half a ton, and whose fruit you can 
pluck from the tree, and some stunning (and a little uneven) stone dining tables, paying tribute to the 
island’s stone traditions.
A perfect setting then for an authentic, indigenous experience, and the food and wine pairing will not 
disappoint. All food is prepared by Huljic himself, washed down with his own wine production, a 
molecular dining experience bringing out the very best taste in the most local ingredients.

WHAT’S INCLUDED:  
Pick up, the program as described, transfer to our Jelsa restaurant, one of the 4 course menus paired 
with glass of wine for each course. Water also included.

FISH SAMPLE MENU
Mussels baked with home made salsa and cheese from the island of Brac. – paired with Mekuja (authentic and 
almost extinct grape variety from Hvar Island)
Seafood mousse in white wine and olive oil – Kap sunca (blend of bogdanuša & parč)
Adriatic wild �sh in sa�ron sauce – Parč (traditional and authentic Hvar grape variety)
Local dessert – prošek sweet desert wine

MEAT SAMPLE MENU
Meat Carpaccio – Merlot Huljic
Veal steak in a sauce of prosciutto and sage from Hvar on a bed of bread and leek – blend of Cabernet & Merlot 
Huljić
Burger island of Hvar and Brac (chopped boar from island Hvar and minced lamb from Brač island) on rocket 
salad with goat cheese au gratin – paired with Mali Plavac southern slopes Medvid bad
Local dessert – prošek sweet desert wine

WHAT’S EXTRA:
Gratuities to guides and items and other articles out of the speci�ed menu purchased for personal 
use..
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journey through the Pitve Tunnel. Tragically Zlatan passed away suddenly on the ferry from Split in 
March, 2016, a huge loss to both Hvar and the Croatian wine scene. His legacy lives on through his 
sons who continue to run the business.

The winery visit is followed by lunch or dinner, with a selection of outstanding Dalmatian experiences 
to choose from, including in an olive grove, an abandoned village or a private household with an 
experienced chef.

WHAT’S INCLUDED:
The tour of the vineyard area from Hvar – Stari Grad – Jelsa (area with wineries), choice of one of the 
top Croatian and Hvar winemakers between above proposed, english speaking chauffeur/ guide, air 
con comfortable car/ shuttle, traditional culinary experience of a three course lunch or dinner in the 
live grove or abandoned village, with wine and water included, return transfer to your hotel/ villa/ 
yacht.

WHAT’S EXTRA:
This program does not include gratuities to guides and items purchased for personal use.

TRANSPORTATION METHOD:
comfortable air-conditioned 8 seat van or Toyota Land Cruiser or Mitsubishi Pajero 
– both 4WD vehicles.

This is a food and wine pairing o� the charts, and the location for your exquisite Hvar experience is 
almost as magical as the food itself. At the back of Huljic’s home is a courtyard with two distinctive 
features. Above two majestic lemon trees, whose annual yield is half a ton, and whose fruit you can 
pluck from the tree, and some stunning (and a little uneven) stone dining tables, paying tribute to the 
island’s stone traditions.
A perfect setting then for an authentic, indigenous experience, and the food and wine pairing will not 
disappoint. All food is prepared by Huljic himself, washed down with his own wine production, a 
molecular dining experience bringing out the very best taste in the most local ingredients.

WHAT’S INCLUDED:  
Pick up, the program as described, transfer to our Jelsa restaurant, one of the 4 course menus paired 
with glass of wine for each course. Water also included.

FISH SAMPLE MENU
Mussels baked with home made salsa and cheese from the island of Brac. – paired with Mekuja (authentic and 
almost extinct grape variety from Hvar Island)
Seafood mousse in white wine and olive oil – Kap sunca (blend of bogdanuša & parč)
Adriatic wild �sh in sa�ron sauce – Parč (traditional and authentic Hvar grape variety)
Local dessert – prošek sweet desert wine

MEAT SAMPLE MENU
Meat Carpaccio – Merlot Huljic
Veal steak in a sauce of prosciutto and sage from Hvar on a bed of bread and leek – blend of Cabernet & Merlot 
Huljić
Burger island of Hvar and Brac (chopped boar from island Hvar and minced lamb from Brač island) on rocket 
salad with goat cheese au gratin – paired with Mali Plavac southern slopes Medvid bad
Local dessert – prošek sweet desert wine

WHAT’S EXTRA:
Gratuities to guides and items and other articles out of the speci�ed menu purchased for personal 
use..

PRICE LIST             
LACMAN WINERY, KONOBA ZBONDINI - REGULAR 3 COURSE MENU LUNCH/DINNER  175,00 €  150,00 €
KONOBA ZBONDINI - PEKA 3 COURSE MENU  195,00 €  170,00 €
KONOBA ZBONDINI - FISH 3 COURSE MENU  195,00 € 180,00 €
MALO GRABLJE -PEKA 3 COURSE MENU  195,00 €  175,00 €
MALO GRABLJE - FISH 3 COURSE MENU  215,00 €  200,00 €
OLIVE GROVE - MEAT BARBECUE 3 COURSE MENU  215,00 € 200,00 €
OLIVE GROVE -PEKA 3 COURSE MENU ¸ 195,00 € 175,00 €
OLIVE GROVE - FISH 3 COURSE MENU  220,00 €  200,00 €

          

2-4
GUESTS

5-12
GUESTS



TEO HULJIC is no ordinary winemaker or chef. Passionate about his native Hvar and its rich 
indigenous varieties, he produces an excellent range of wines from predominantly Hvar varieties, 
going further than any other winemaker in experimentation and preservation. Nowhere else in the 
world can you taste a delicious 100 percent white Mekuja (just 350 bottles produced). He is also the 
�rst to plant Chardonnay on Hvar, convinced an oak-aged cuvee with Prc and Posip will be a winner.
In addition to making wine, Teo cooks, and cooks well. An experienced chef from one of Zagreb’s �nest 
restaurants, the slow food Huljic experience is a unique and authentic journey into the gourmet 
Mediterranean as It Once Was. 

H V A R  E X P E R I E N C E | concierge@suncanihvar.com

MIRO PLAVAC  (the surname is assumed and taken from one of his Hvar passions), passionate 
climber, he fell in love with the island’s beauty when he came to the island 15 years ago so much so 
that he decided to buy a vineyard and produce his own wines. And with considerable success, for his 
Plavac Mali beat them all in blind tasting. Miro o�ers a quite extraordinary tasting location, set in a 
cave on the southern shores of Hvar, accessible only by Hvar Tours speedboat. One of the true 
authentic hidden gems of the island – yours to discover with Hvar Tours.

WAVES AND WINES  
Our speedboat will leave Hvar Town and cruise along the islands on our way to the 
south shore, passing through the lagoons of Malo Zaraće, Velo Zaraće, Dubovica, Red 
Rocks and Lučišće. Our destination is southern island Hvar premium vineyard area 
location. On our way we will stop at one of the lagoons, or beneath the craggy rocks and 
cliffs for a short 30 min swim break…refreshed after swimming, we will continue to the 
wine tasting at Miro’s Cave, Toni vineyard or Zlatan Plenkovic wine studio at Bilo Idro. 
Maybe all three, depending on Your wishes and preferences.

This is a food and wine pairing o� the charts, and the location for your exquisite Hvar experience is 
almost as magical as the food itself. At the back of Huljic’s home is a courtyard with two distinctive 
features. Above two majestic lemon trees, whose annual yield is half a ton, and whose fruit you can 
pluck from the tree, and some stunning (and a little uneven) stone dining tables, paying tribute to the 
island’s stone traditions.
A perfect setting then for an authentic, indigenous experience, and the food and wine pairing will not 
disappoint. All food is prepared by Huljic himself, washed down with his own wine production, a 
molecular dining experience bringing out the very best taste in the most local ingredients.

WHAT’S INCLUDED:  
Pick up, the program as described, transfer to our Jelsa restaurant, one of the 4 course menus paired 
with glass of wine for each course. Water also included.

FISH SAMPLE MENU
Mussels baked with home made salsa and cheese from the island of Brac. – paired with Mekuja (authentic and 
almost extinct grape variety from Hvar Island)
Seafood mousse in white wine and olive oil – Kap sunca (blend of bogdanuša & parč)
Adriatic wild �sh in sa�ron sauce – Parč (traditional and authentic Hvar grape variety)
Local dessert – prošek sweet desert wine

MEAT SAMPLE MENU
Meat Carpaccio – Merlot Huljic
Veal steak in a sauce of prosciutto and sage from Hvar on a bed of bread and leek – blend of Cabernet & Merlot 
Huljić
Burger island of Hvar and Brac (chopped boar from island Hvar and minced lamb from Brač island) on rocket 
salad with goat cheese au gratin – paired with Mali Plavac southern slopes Medvid bad
Local dessert – prošek sweet desert wine

WHAT’S EXTRA:
Gratuities to guides and items and other articles out of the speci�ed menu purchased for personal 
use..



TEO HULJIC is no ordinary winemaker or chef. Passionate about his native Hvar and its rich 
indigenous varieties, he produces an excellent range of wines from predominantly Hvar varieties, 
going further than any other winemaker in experimentation and preservation. Nowhere else in the 
world can you taste a delicious 100 percent white Mekuja (just 350 bottles produced). He is also the 
�rst to plant Chardonnay on Hvar, convinced an oak-aged cuvee with Prc and Posip will be a winner.
In addition to making wine, Teo cooks, and cooks well. An experienced chef from one of Zagreb’s �nest 
restaurants, the slow food Huljic experience is a unique and authentic journey into the gourmet 
Mediterranean as It Once Was. 

H V A R  E X P E R I E N C E | concierge@suncanihvar.com

TONI BOJANIC  is one of the new breed of Hvar winemakers. Just 27 years old, he comes from a 
family winemaking tradition which dates back more than 500 years, and he has been a winemaker 
already for four years, having started in 2015. When it comes to wine tasting experiences, few can 
match the location o�ered by Toni Bojanic with his vineyard located right on the water. In an age 
where so many of the island’s young people are focused on the relatively easy money in tourism, here 
is a dedicated professional committed to preserving and developing the legacy of his forefathers.

There’s also Sv. Nedelja and the cellar of Croatia’s famous wine making pioneer, Mr. Zlatan Plenković. We will 
dock at the Plenkovic Bilo Idro (“White Sail”) restaurant and its undersea wine studio – exhibit hall! There you 
will be served 4 courses of wine, paired with local delicacies (like amazing marinated prunes, delicious smoked 
ham, and local cheeses). Plenkovic wines are renowned not only here in Croatia but throughout Europe. Enjoy 
Zlatan Pošip, recently awarded the prize as SE Europe’s Best White Wine and other varietals. After our tasting, we 
will move upstairs to sit outside on the patio to enjoy the gorgeous view of the island’s south hill vineyards.
Depending on the number of wineries, time you have on disposal and preferences, re-board on our speedboat 
and cruise back to the Paklinski island archipelago. We’ve selected three di�erent stunning bays where you can 
spend time to swim, sun and picnic; or if you wish, enjoy an optional lunch at one of Croatia’s most amazing sea 
food “catch of the day” restaurants. When you prefer we’ll come fetch you and your fellow passengers for the 
quick speedboat trip back to Hvar Town! 

WHAT’S INCLUDED:
the program as described, pick up, wine tour moderator, speedboat with fuel and skipper, return transfer to 
Hvar , bottle of water on the boat

WHAT’S EXTRA: 
Gratuities to guides and items purchased for personal use, “catch of the day” sea food lunch at Paklinski Islands 
restaurant

TRANSPORTATION METHOD:
Speedboat of minimum 150 HP power and 24 feet  – maximum 30 feet or 54 feet speedboat and 520 HP or 
1,500 HP power engine  for more people and larger groups

W A V E S  A N D  W I N E S

This is a food and wine pairing o� the charts, and the location for your exquisite Hvar experience is 
almost as magical as the food itself. At the back of Huljic’s home is a courtyard with two distinctive 
features. Above two majestic lemon trees, whose annual yield is half a ton, and whose fruit you can 
pluck from the tree, and some stunning (and a little uneven) stone dining tables, paying tribute to the 
island’s stone traditions.
A perfect setting then for an authentic, indigenous experience, and the food and wine pairing will not 
disappoint. All food is prepared by Huljic himself, washed down with his own wine production, a 
molecular dining experience bringing out the very best taste in the most local ingredients.

WHAT’S INCLUDED:  
Pick up, the program as described, transfer to our Jelsa restaurant, one of the 4 course menus paired 
with glass of wine for each course. Water also included.

FISH SAMPLE MENU
Mussels baked with home made salsa and cheese from the island of Brac. – paired with Mekuja (authentic and 
almost extinct grape variety from Hvar Island)
Seafood mousse in white wine and olive oil – Kap sunca (blend of bogdanuša & parč)
Adriatic wild �sh in sa�ron sauce – Parč (traditional and authentic Hvar grape variety)
Local dessert – prošek sweet desert wine

MEAT SAMPLE MENU
Meat Carpaccio – Merlot Huljic
Veal steak in a sauce of prosciutto and sage from Hvar on a bed of bread and leek – blend of Cabernet & Merlot 
Huljić
Burger island of Hvar and Brac (chopped boar from island Hvar and minced lamb from Brač island) on rocket 
salad with goat cheese au gratin – paired with Mali Plavac southern slopes Medvid bad
Local dessert – prošek sweet desert wine

WHAT’S EXTRA:
Gratuities to guides and items and other articles out of the speci�ed menu purchased for personal 
use..



H V A R  E X P E R I E N C E | concierge@suncanihvar.com

TEO HULJIC is no ordinary winemaker or chef. Passionate about his native Hvar and its rich 
indigenous varieties, he produces an excellent range of wines from predominantly Hvar varieties, 
going further than any other winemaker in experimentation and preservation. Nowhere else in the 
world can you taste a delicious 100 percent white Mekuja (just 350 bottles produced). He is also the 
�rst to plant Chardonnay on Hvar, convinced an oak-aged cuvee with Prc and Posip will be a winner.
In addition to making wine, Teo cooks, and cooks well. An experienced chef from one of Zagreb’s �nest 
restaurants, the slow food Huljic experience is a unique and authentic journey into the gourmet 
Mediterranean as It Once Was. 

TOUR PRICE:

W A V E S  A N D  W I N E S

PRICE PER PERSON

1 - 2 people         385 EUR

2-4  people         255 EUR 

5-12 people         175 EUR  

This is a food and wine pairing o� the charts, and the location for your exquisite Hvar experience is 
almost as magical as the food itself. At the back of Huljic’s home is a courtyard with two distinctive 
features. Above two majestic lemon trees, whose annual yield is half a ton, and whose fruit you can 
pluck from the tree, and some stunning (and a little uneven) stone dining tables, paying tribute to the 
island’s stone traditions.
A perfect setting then for an authentic, indigenous experience, and the food and wine pairing will not 
disappoint. All food is prepared by Huljic himself, washed down with his own wine production, a 
molecular dining experience bringing out the very best taste in the most local ingredients.

WHAT’S INCLUDED:  
Pick up, the program as described, transfer to our Jelsa restaurant, one of the 4 course menus paired 
with glass of wine for each course. Water also included.

FISH SAMPLE MENU
Mussels baked with home made salsa and cheese from the island of Brac. – paired with Mekuja (authentic and 
almost extinct grape variety from Hvar Island)
Seafood mousse in white wine and olive oil – Kap sunca (blend of bogdanuša & parč)
Adriatic wild �sh in sa�ron sauce – Parč (traditional and authentic Hvar grape variety)
Local dessert – prošek sweet desert wine

MEAT SAMPLE MENU
Meat Carpaccio – Merlot Huljic
Veal steak in a sauce of prosciutto and sage from Hvar on a bed of bread and leek – blend of Cabernet & Merlot 
Huljić
Burger island of Hvar and Brac (chopped boar from island Hvar and minced lamb from Brač island) on rocket 
salad with goat cheese au gratin – paired with Mali Plavac southern slopes Medvid bad
Local dessert – prošek sweet desert wine

WHAT’S EXTRA:
Gratuities to guides and items and other articles out of the speci�ed menu purchased for personal 
use..

WINERY OPTIONS
1 Cave wine tasting 2. Vineyard wine tasting 3. Zlatan Plenkovic wine studio. 
One winery is included in the stated price. For the second winery please ask for the quote.

NOTICE: Speedboat "run of the house". For other boats please ask us for a quote in advance.



H V A R  E X P E R I E N C E | concierge@suncanihvar.com

FOOD & WINE PAIRED 
LUNCH/DINNER
Occasionally – but only very occasionally in the modern social media age – there exists 
a gourmet jewel as yet undiscovered. Whisper it quietly, but in the back stone streets of 
Jelsa, up an unfashionable alley, there exists a small winery and restaurant, whose 
production is small, its stone tables uneven, and guests able to pick fresh lemons from 
the trees groaning with fruit directly above them.

TEO HULJIC is no ordinary winemaker or chef. Passionate about his native Hvar and its rich 
indigenous varieties, he produces an excellent range of wines from predominantly Hvar varieties, 
going further than any other winemaker in experimentation and preservation. Nowhere else in the 
world can you taste a delicious 100 percent white Mekuja (just 350 bottles produced). He is also the 
�rst to plant Chardonnay on Hvar, convinced an oak-aged cuvee with Prc and Posip will be a winner.
In addition to making wine, Teo cooks, and cooks well. An experienced chef from one of Zagreb’s �nest 
restaurants, the slow food Huljic experience is a unique and authentic journey into the gourmet 
Mediterranean as It Once Was. 

This is a food and wine pairing o� the charts, and the location for your exquisite Hvar experience is 
almost as magical as the food itself. At the back of Huljic’s home is a courtyard with two distinctive 
features. Above two majestic lemon trees, whose annual yield is half a ton, and whose fruit you can 
pluck from the tree, and some stunning (and a little uneven) stone dining tables, paying tribute to the 
island’s stone traditions.
A perfect setting then for an authentic, indigenous experience, and the food and wine pairing will not 
disappoint. All food is prepared by Huljic himself, washed down with his own wine production, a 
molecular dining experience bringing out the very best taste in the most local ingredients.

WHAT’S INCLUDED:  
Pick up, the program as described, transfer to our Jelsa restaurant, one of the 4 course menus paired 
with glass of wine for each course. Water also included.

FISH SAMPLE MENU
Mussels baked with home made salsa and cheese from the island of Brac. – paired with Mekuja (authentic and 
almost extinct grape variety from Hvar Island)
Seafood mousse in white wine and olive oil – Kap sunca (blend of bogdanuša & parč)
Adriatic wild �sh in sa�ron sauce – Parč (traditional and authentic Hvar grape variety)
Local dessert – prošek sweet desert wine

MEAT SAMPLE MENU
Meat Carpaccio – Merlot Huljic
Veal steak in a sauce of prosciutto and sage from Hvar on a bed of bread and leek – blend of Cabernet & Merlot 
Huljić
Burger island of Hvar and Brac (chopped boar from island Hvar and minced lamb from Brač island) on rocket 
salad with goat cheese au gratin – paired with Mali Plavac southern slopes Medvid bad
Local dessert – prošek sweet desert wine

WHAT’S EXTRA:
Gratuities to guides and items and other articles out of the speci�ed menu purchased for personal 
use..



H V A R  E X P E R I E N C E | concierge@suncanihvar.com

TEO HULJIC is no ordinary winemaker or chef. Passionate about his native Hvar and its rich 
indigenous varieties, he produces an excellent range of wines from predominantly Hvar varieties, 
going further than any other winemaker in experimentation and preservation. Nowhere else in the 
world can you taste a delicious 100 percent white Mekuja (just 350 bottles produced). He is also the 
�rst to plant Chardonnay on Hvar, convinced an oak-aged cuvee with Prc and Posip will be a winner.
In addition to making wine, Teo cooks, and cooks well. An experienced chef from one of Zagreb’s �nest 
restaurants, the slow food Huljic experience is a unique and authentic journey into the gourmet 
Mediterranean as It Once Was. 

F O O D  &  W I N E  P A I R E D  L U N C H / D I N N E R

This is a food and wine pairing o� the charts, and the location for your exquisite Hvar experience is 
almost as magical as the food itself. At the back of Huljic’s home is a courtyard with two distinctive 
features. Above two majestic lemon trees, whose annual yield is half a ton, and whose fruit you can 
pluck from the tree, and some stunning (and a little uneven) stone dining tables, paying tribute to the 
island’s stone traditions.
A perfect setting then for an authentic, indigenous experience, and the food and wine pairing will not 
disappoint. All food is prepared by Huljic himself, washed down with his own wine production, a 
molecular dining experience bringing out the very best taste in the most local ingredients.

WHAT’S INCLUDED:  
Pick up, the program as described, transfer to our Jelsa restaurant, one of the 4 course menus paired 
with glass of wine for each course. Water also included.

FISH SAMPLE MENU
Mussels baked with home made salsa and cheese from the island of Brac. – paired with Mekuja (authentic and 
almost extinct grape variety from Hvar Island)
Seafood mousse in white wine and olive oil – Kap sunca (blend of bogdanuša & parč)
Adriatic wild �sh in sa�ron sauce – Parč (traditional and authentic Hvar grape variety)
Local dessert – prošek sweet desert wine

MEAT SAMPLE MENU
Meat Carpaccio – Merlot Huljic
Veal steak in a sauce of prosciutto and sage from Hvar on a bed of bread and leek – blend of Cabernet & Merlot 
Huljić
Burger island of Hvar and Brac (chopped boar from island Hvar and minced lamb from Brač island) on rocket 
salad with goat cheese au gratin – paired with Mali Plavac southern slopes Medvid bad
Local dessert – prošek sweet desert wine

WHAT’S EXTRA:
Gratuities to guides and items and other articles out of the speci�ed menu purchased for personal 
use..

PRICE PER PERSON / 1 - 4 people 

225 EUR 
PRICE PER PERSON / 5 - 12 people  

225 EUR 



H V A R  E X P E R I E N C E | concierge@suncanihvar.com

WINE TASTING IN THE 
WINEYARD
When God created Paradise, he was thinking of the southern side of the island of Hvar. 
Lush green vineyards sloping down into an azure Adriatic. Highly concentrated Plavac 
Mali reds, related to Zinfandel itself, the perfect accompaniment to a day relaxing in the 
clear waters of the Adriatic.
Why not combine the best of both in this outstanding tour of hidden beaches and a 
hidden winemaker, so hidden that few locals know of his existence or the quality wines 
he produces.

TOUR DESCRIPTION:
Toni Bojanic is one of the new breed of Hvar winemakers. Just 27 years old, he comes from a family 
winemaking tradition which dates back more than 500 years, and he has been a winemaker already 
for four years, having started in 2015. And with considerable success!
Bottling just 5,000 bottles a year, Toni is a very humble young man, whose four reds and one white are 
slowly starting to attract attention. He is passionate about his craft and dedicated to spreading the 
word about the Hvar wine story.

TEO HULJIC is no ordinary winemaker or chef. Passionate about his native Hvar and its rich 
indigenous varieties, he produces an excellent range of wines from predominantly Hvar varieties, 
going further than any other winemaker in experimentation and preservation. Nowhere else in the 
world can you taste a delicious 100 percent white Mekuja (just 350 bottles produced). He is also the 
�rst to plant Chardonnay on Hvar, convinced an oak-aged cuvee with Prc and Posip will be a winner.
In addition to making wine, Teo cooks, and cooks well. An experienced chef from one of Zagreb’s �nest 
restaurants, the slow food Huljic experience is a unique and authentic journey into the gourmet 
Mediterranean as It Once Was. 

This is a food and wine pairing o� the charts, and the location for your exquisite Hvar experience is 
almost as magical as the food itself. At the back of Huljic’s home is a courtyard with two distinctive 
features. Above two majestic lemon trees, whose annual yield is half a ton, and whose fruit you can 
pluck from the tree, and some stunning (and a little uneven) stone dining tables, paying tribute to the 
island’s stone traditions.
A perfect setting then for an authentic, indigenous experience, and the food and wine pairing will not 
disappoint. All food is prepared by Huljic himself, washed down with his own wine production, a 
molecular dining experience bringing out the very best taste in the most local ingredients.

WHAT’S INCLUDED:  
Pick up, the program as described, transfer to our Jelsa restaurant, one of the 4 course menus paired 
with glass of wine for each course. Water also included.

FISH SAMPLE MENU
Mussels baked with home made salsa and cheese from the island of Brac. – paired with Mekuja (authentic and 
almost extinct grape variety from Hvar Island)
Seafood mousse in white wine and olive oil – Kap sunca (blend of bogdanuša & parč)
Adriatic wild �sh in sa�ron sauce – Parč (traditional and authentic Hvar grape variety)
Local dessert – prošek sweet desert wine

MEAT SAMPLE MENU
Meat Carpaccio – Merlot Huljic
Veal steak in a sauce of prosciutto and sage from Hvar on a bed of bread and leek – blend of Cabernet & Merlot 
Huljić
Burger island of Hvar and Brac (chopped boar from island Hvar and minced lamb from Brač island) on rocket 
salad with goat cheese au gratin – paired with Mali Plavac southern slopes Medvid bad
Local dessert – prošek sweet desert wine

WHAT’S EXTRA:
Gratuities to guides and items and other articles out of the speci�ed menu purchased for personal 
use..



H V A R  E X P E R I E N C E | concierge@suncanihvar.com

TEO HULJIC is no ordinary winemaker or chef. Passionate about his native Hvar and its rich 
indigenous varieties, he produces an excellent range of wines from predominantly Hvar varieties, 
going further than any other winemaker in experimentation and preservation. Nowhere else in the 
world can you taste a delicious 100 percent white Mekuja (just 350 bottles produced). He is also the 
�rst to plant Chardonnay on Hvar, convinced an oak-aged cuvee with Prc and Posip will be a winner.
In addition to making wine, Teo cooks, and cooks well. An experienced chef from one of Zagreb’s �nest 
restaurants, the slow food Huljic experience is a unique and authentic journey into the gourmet 
Mediterranean as It Once Was. 

This is a food and wine pairing o� the charts, and the location for your exquisite Hvar experience is 
almost as magical as the food itself. At the back of Huljic’s home is a courtyard with two distinctive 
features. Above two majestic lemon trees, whose annual yield is half a ton, and whose fruit you can 
pluck from the tree, and some stunning (and a little uneven) stone dining tables, paying tribute to the 
island’s stone traditions.
A perfect setting then for an authentic, indigenous experience, and the food and wine pairing will not 
disappoint. All food is prepared by Huljic himself, washed down with his own wine production, a 
molecular dining experience bringing out the very best taste in the most local ingredients.

WHAT’S INCLUDED:  
Pick up, the program as described, transfer to our Jelsa restaurant, one of the 4 course menus paired 
with glass of wine for each course. Water also included.

FISH SAMPLE MENU
Mussels baked with home made salsa and cheese from the island of Brac. – paired with Mekuja (authentic and 
almost extinct grape variety from Hvar Island)
Seafood mousse in white wine and olive oil – Kap sunca (blend of bogdanuša & parč)
Adriatic wild �sh in sa�ron sauce – Parč (traditional and authentic Hvar grape variety)
Local dessert – prošek sweet desert wine

MEAT SAMPLE MENU
Meat Carpaccio – Merlot Huljic
Veal steak in a sauce of prosciutto and sage from Hvar on a bed of bread and leek – blend of Cabernet & Merlot 
Huljić
Burger island of Hvar and Brac (chopped boar from island Hvar and minced lamb from Brač island) on rocket 
salad with goat cheese au gratin – paired with Mali Plavac southern slopes Medvid bad
Local dessert – prošek sweet desert wine

WHAT’S EXTRA:
Gratuities to guides and items and other articles out of the speci�ed menu purchased for personal 
use..

W I N E T A S T I N G  I N  T N E  W I N E Y A R D

What makes the Toni Bojancic wine experience unique on the island of Hvar is its location. While other 
winemakers conduct their tastings in their cellars and tasting rooms, Bojanic brings you out into the 
vineyard to breathe the air and experience the terroir of the grapes which are the essence of his 
quality wine.

Here you can taste his excellent wines, in the middle of Paradise, and there is a small store if you want 
to take your memories home. In an age where so many of the island’s young people are focused on 
the relatively easy money in tourism, here is a dedicated professional committed to preserving and 
developing the legacy of his forefathers.

And with the perfect location on the water, sooner or later, one has to yield to temptation and jump 
into to the soothing crystal clear waters of the Adriatic, a natural progression after tasting the quality 
grape juice of southern Hvar. There is a beach by the vineyard, as well as several others in the vicinity, 
the best of which can be reached only by boat. Let us know your wishes…
If you would like to add a second winery to your trip, there are two other excellent choices close by. 
Choose from Miro and Zlatan, about whom you can learn much more here Waves and wines

PRICE PER PERSON Minimum 2 person

Half daywine tour - private
Half daywine tour - group

2-4
GUESTS

5-12
GUESTS

190 € 175 €
99 € 99 €



H V A R  E X P E R I E N C E | concierge@suncanihvar.com

VUJNOVIĆ 
WINE TASTING
Vujnović winery is situated in the small Sućuraj on the island of Hvar.
Sućuraj is a small picturesque tourist and fishermen's town. Located on the East cape of 
the island of Hvar (central Dalmatia, Croatia), it is surrounded by the sea on three sides 
and is closest to the mainland. There are 357 inhabitants in the town living mostly from 
tourism, fishing and agriculture. The town evolved around a deep and narrow bay in 
which the port lies
Degustation takes place at buffet ''Guido'' located on the waterfront in Sućuraj, but 
before or after the degustation we will take a trip to a newly planted vineyard, approx. 4 
hectares which is located 10 km from Sućuraj where visitors are able to familiarize with 
Croatian wine varieties (Mali Plavac, Prč, Pošip) or we will go to the basement located 
approximately 1 km from Sućuraj where visitors will get the possibility to get acquainted 
with the method of processing grapes and wine production.

TEO HULJIC is no ordinary winemaker or chef. Passionate about his native Hvar and its rich 
indigenous varieties, he produces an excellent range of wines from predominantly Hvar varieties, 
going further than any other winemaker in experimentation and preservation. Nowhere else in the 
world can you taste a delicious 100 percent white Mekuja (just 350 bottles produced). He is also the 
�rst to plant Chardonnay on Hvar, convinced an oak-aged cuvee with Prc and Posip will be a winner.
In addition to making wine, Teo cooks, and cooks well. An experienced chef from one of Zagreb’s �nest 
restaurants, the slow food Huljic experience is a unique and authentic journey into the gourmet 
Mediterranean as It Once Was. 

This is a food and wine pairing o� the charts, and the location for your exquisite Hvar experience is 
almost as magical as the food itself. At the back of Huljic’s home is a courtyard with two distinctive 
features. Above two majestic lemon trees, whose annual yield is half a ton, and whose fruit you can 
pluck from the tree, and some stunning (and a little uneven) stone dining tables, paying tribute to the 
island’s stone traditions.
A perfect setting then for an authentic, indigenous experience, and the food and wine pairing will not 
disappoint. All food is prepared by Huljic himself, washed down with his own wine production, a 
molecular dining experience bringing out the very best taste in the most local ingredients.

WHAT’S INCLUDED:  
Pick up, the program as described, transfer to our Jelsa restaurant, one of the 4 course menus paired 
with glass of wine for each course. Water also included.

FISH SAMPLE MENU
Mussels baked with home made salsa and cheese from the island of Brac. – paired with Mekuja (authentic and 
almost extinct grape variety from Hvar Island)
Seafood mousse in white wine and olive oil – Kap sunca (blend of bogdanuša & parč)
Adriatic wild �sh in sa�ron sauce – Parč (traditional and authentic Hvar grape variety)
Local dessert – prošek sweet desert wine

MEAT SAMPLE MENU
Meat Carpaccio – Merlot Huljic
Veal steak in a sauce of prosciutto and sage from Hvar on a bed of bread and leek – blend of Cabernet & Merlot 
Huljić
Burger island of Hvar and Brac (chopped boar from island Hvar and minced lamb from Brač island) on rocket 
salad with goat cheese au gratin – paired with Mali Plavac southern slopes Medvid bad
Local dessert – prošek sweet desert wine

WHAT’S EXTRA:
Gratuities to guides and items and other articles out of the speci�ed menu purchased for personal 
use..



H V A R  E X P E R I E N C E | concierge@suncanihvar.com

V U J N O V I Ć  W I N E  T A S T I N G

QUALITY WINES:
PRČ - white wine

OKA WINE - white wine

ROSÉ - rosé wine                            

PREMIUM WINES (MALI PLAVAC): 
IVAN DOLAC BARRIQUE - red wine

PLAME - red wine

DEGUSTATION MENU:
~ MENU 100, 00 KUNA APPROX. 14 EURO
Includes 3 quality wines

~ MENU 120, 00 KUNA APPROX. 16 EURO
Includes 2 quality and 1 premium wine

~ MENU 150, 00 KUNA APPROX. 20 EURO
Includes 3 quality and 1 premium wine

~ MENU 180, 00 KUNA APPROX. 24 EURO
Includes 2 quality and 2 premium wines

~ MENU 210,00 KUNA APPROX. 28 EURO

INCLUDES 3 QUALITY AND 2 PREMIUM WINES
DURATION:  Approx. 1 hour

INCLUDED: wine tasting with small bite (di�erent kinds of cheese, �sh pâté, ham, marinated 
anchovies, and olive oil)

ADD- ONS: Transportation is not included in degustation o�ers, items purchased for personal use.

If you are coming from the direction of Hvar city, we will first visit the vineyard, cellar and afterwards go for 
wine tasting. If you are coming from the direction of Drvenik, wine tasting is first, followed by the visit to the 
cellar and vineyard.

TEO HULJIC is no ordinary winemaker or chef. Passionate about his native Hvar and its rich 
indigenous varieties, he produces an excellent range of wines from predominantly Hvar varieties, 
going further than any other winemaker in experimentation and preservation. Nowhere else in the 
world can you taste a delicious 100 percent white Mekuja (just 350 bottles produced). He is also the 
�rst to plant Chardonnay on Hvar, convinced an oak-aged cuvee with Prc and Posip will be a winner.
In addition to making wine, Teo cooks, and cooks well. An experienced chef from one of Zagreb’s �nest 
restaurants, the slow food Huljic experience is a unique and authentic journey into the gourmet 
Mediterranean as It Once Was. 

This is a food and wine pairing o� the charts, and the location for your exquisite Hvar experience is 
almost as magical as the food itself. At the back of Huljic’s home is a courtyard with two distinctive 
features. Above two majestic lemon trees, whose annual yield is half a ton, and whose fruit you can 
pluck from the tree, and some stunning (and a little uneven) stone dining tables, paying tribute to the 
island’s stone traditions.
A perfect setting then for an authentic, indigenous experience, and the food and wine pairing will not 
disappoint. All food is prepared by Huljic himself, washed down with his own wine production, a 
molecular dining experience bringing out the very best taste in the most local ingredients.

WHAT’S INCLUDED:  
Pick up, the program as described, transfer to our Jelsa restaurant, one of the 4 course menus paired 
with glass of wine for each course. Water also included.

FISH SAMPLE MENU
Mussels baked with home made salsa and cheese from the island of Brac. – paired with Mekuja (authentic and 
almost extinct grape variety from Hvar Island)
Seafood mousse in white wine and olive oil – Kap sunca (blend of bogdanuša & parč)
Adriatic wild �sh in sa�ron sauce – Parč (traditional and authentic Hvar grape variety)
Local dessert – prošek sweet desert wine

MEAT SAMPLE MENU
Meat Carpaccio – Merlot Huljic
Veal steak in a sauce of prosciutto and sage from Hvar on a bed of bread and leek – blend of Cabernet & Merlot 
Huljić
Burger island of Hvar and Brac (chopped boar from island Hvar and minced lamb from Brač island) on rocket 
salad with goat cheese au gratin – paired with Mali Plavac southern slopes Medvid bad
Local dessert – prošek sweet desert wine

WHAT’S EXTRA:
Gratuities to guides and items and other articles out of the speci�ed menu purchased for personal 
use..
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V U J N O V I Ć  W I N E  T A S T I N G

FOOD & WINE PAIRED LUNCH OR DINNER
Includes 3 quality wines and 2 premium wines and a three-course meal (�sh or meat menu):

Appetizer (�sh pâté or cheese and ham with anchovies and soup)

Main course (grilled �sh with side dish or grilled meat and side dish)

Dessert 

DURATION:  Approx. 1 hour

INCLUDED: 3 quality wines and 2 premium wines and a three-course meal (�sh or meat menu)  at 

bu�et ''Guido ''

ADD- ONS: Transportation is not included in degustation o�ers, items purchased for personal use 

PRICE PER PERSON  Minimum 4 people 

360 Kn / around 48€                  

TEO HULJIC is no ordinary winemaker or chef. Passionate about his native Hvar and its rich 
indigenous varieties, he produces an excellent range of wines from predominantly Hvar varieties, 
going further than any other winemaker in experimentation and preservation. Nowhere else in the 
world can you taste a delicious 100 percent white Mekuja (just 350 bottles produced). He is also the 
�rst to plant Chardonnay on Hvar, convinced an oak-aged cuvee with Prc and Posip will be a winner.
In addition to making wine, Teo cooks, and cooks well. An experienced chef from one of Zagreb’s �nest 
restaurants, the slow food Huljic experience is a unique and authentic journey into the gourmet 
Mediterranean as It Once Was. 

This is a food and wine pairing o� the charts, and the location for your exquisite Hvar experience is 
almost as magical as the food itself. At the back of Huljic’s home is a courtyard with two distinctive 
features. Above two majestic lemon trees, whose annual yield is half a ton, and whose fruit you can 
pluck from the tree, and some stunning (and a little uneven) stone dining tables, paying tribute to the 
island’s stone traditions.
A perfect setting then for an authentic, indigenous experience, and the food and wine pairing will not 
disappoint. All food is prepared by Huljic himself, washed down with his own wine production, a 
molecular dining experience bringing out the very best taste in the most local ingredients.

WHAT’S INCLUDED:  
Pick up, the program as described, transfer to our Jelsa restaurant, one of the 4 course menus paired 
with glass of wine for each course. Water also included.

FISH SAMPLE MENU
Mussels baked with home made salsa and cheese from the island of Brac. – paired with Mekuja (authentic and 
almost extinct grape variety from Hvar Island)
Seafood mousse in white wine and olive oil – Kap sunca (blend of bogdanuša & parč)
Adriatic wild �sh in sa�ron sauce – Parč (traditional and authentic Hvar grape variety)
Local dessert – prošek sweet desert wine

MEAT SAMPLE MENU
Meat Carpaccio – Merlot Huljic
Veal steak in a sauce of prosciutto and sage from Hvar on a bed of bread and leek – blend of Cabernet & Merlot 
Huljić
Burger island of Hvar and Brac (chopped boar from island Hvar and minced lamb from Brač island) on rocket 
salad with goat cheese au gratin – paired with Mali Plavac southern slopes Medvid bad
Local dessert – prošek sweet desert wine

WHAT’S EXTRA:
Gratuities to guides and items and other articles out of the speci�ed menu purchased for personal 
use..
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COOKING CLASS
at family Tudor in the 
lavender village
Hvar’s Mediterranean Diet recently became UNESCO intangible heritage, and if you 
want to experience it in the most authentic way possible, then a cooking class in the 
village of Velo Grablje is hard to beat.
Velo Grablje is no ordinary village. Once the centre of lavender production for all 
Dalmatia, the village was hit hard by emigration and had a permanent population 
of just five until a few years ago. The village’s fortunes changed once more when a 
group of young activists related to the village started to revive its heritage and traditions. 
This manifested itself in the annual Lavender Festival, complete with lavender oil 
distillation, and a number of other initiatives have seen the population grow from 
5 to 14, with the sound of children playing in the village for the first time in years. 
There is even a winter pub.

TEO HULJIC is no ordinary winemaker or chef. Passionate about his native Hvar and its rich 
indigenous varieties, he produces an excellent range of wines from predominantly Hvar varieties, 
going further than any other winemaker in experimentation and preservation. Nowhere else in the 
world can you taste a delicious 100 percent white Mekuja (just 350 bottles produced). He is also the 
�rst to plant Chardonnay on Hvar, convinced an oak-aged cuvee with Prc and Posip will be a winner.
In addition to making wine, Teo cooks, and cooks well. An experienced chef from one of Zagreb’s �nest 
restaurants, the slow food Huljic experience is a unique and authentic journey into the gourmet 
Mediterranean as It Once Was. 

This is a food and wine pairing o� the charts, and the location for your exquisite Hvar experience is 
almost as magical as the food itself. At the back of Huljic’s home is a courtyard with two distinctive 
features. Above two majestic lemon trees, whose annual yield is half a ton, and whose fruit you can 
pluck from the tree, and some stunning (and a little uneven) stone dining tables, paying tribute to the 
island’s stone traditions.
A perfect setting then for an authentic, indigenous experience, and the food and wine pairing will not 
disappoint. All food is prepared by Huljic himself, washed down with his own wine production, a 
molecular dining experience bringing out the very best taste in the most local ingredients.

WHAT’S INCLUDED:  
Pick up, the program as described, transfer to our Jelsa restaurant, one of the 4 course menus paired 
with glass of wine for each course. Water also included.

FISH SAMPLE MENU
Mussels baked with home made salsa and cheese from the island of Brac. – paired with Mekuja (authentic and 
almost extinct grape variety from Hvar Island)
Seafood mousse in white wine and olive oil – Kap sunca (blend of bogdanuša & parč)
Adriatic wild �sh in sa�ron sauce – Parč (traditional and authentic Hvar grape variety)
Local dessert – prošek sweet desert wine

MEAT SAMPLE MENU
Meat Carpaccio – Merlot Huljic
Veal steak in a sauce of prosciutto and sage from Hvar on a bed of bread and leek – blend of Cabernet & Merlot 
Huljić
Burger island of Hvar and Brac (chopped boar from island Hvar and minced lamb from Brač island) on rocket 
salad with goat cheese au gratin – paired with Mali Plavac southern slopes Medvid bad
Local dessert – prošek sweet desert wine

WHAT’S EXTRA:
Gratuities to guides and items and other articles out of the speci�ed menu purchased for personal 
use..
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C O O K I N G  C L A S S  

Things really started to come to life a couple of years ago, however, when the local Tudor family (your 
hosts for the cooking class) – already successful restaurateurs in Hvar Town with their Djordjota Vartal 
restaurant by the monastery – decided to return to their roots, renovate a family home and open the 
�rst restaurant in Velo Grablje. And with considerable success. You will �nd out why on the tour, as you 
learn not only the fascinating history of lavender and life in the village, but also cooking the traditional 
way, sourcing local ingedients with your hosts, Marija Tudor and her �ancé.
Velo Grablje is a world away from the busy tourist destination with its silence and natural setting, 
overlooking the Pakleni Islands and Vis, but only ten minutes away by car. Come and discover Dalmatia 
as it truly once was, learn more about its traditions and food, and go home with an authentic experience 
of a lifetime.

TOUR DESCRIPTION:
We will meet at our agency o�ce on main Hvar square or pick you up at your house, villa or boat and 
transfer you to our o�ce where you will meet one of the Tudor family member with whom you will 
continue for a grocery supply on the local fruit and veggie market, butchery, or �sh market. Shopping 
will take place once we have agreed a menu that meets your satisfaction. Over there you will buy 
groceries and necessary ingredients.
After grocery shopping, we will take you to Velo Grablje, where you will then proceed to one of the “wild 
gardens” spread around the village to pick some of the necessary stu� to prepare your meal, such as 
salad, rosemary or basil, young onions etc. The Tudor family will use this opportunity to show you the 
village which once thrived on lavender, and is slowly making a comeback. Each house, each stone has a 
thousand memories, their stories lovingly retold.

After a short walk and picked necessary ingredients you will move to a Tudor’s family house where they 
will learn you on how to prepare your own meals. Your meal will be prepared in a traditional island way 
including a couple of traditional cooking tricks which the Tudors will gladly reveal to you.

Your traditional Velo Grablje meal will be accompanied by the �nest Hvar wines, and time for more 
stories, as Hvar has a distinguished 2400-year wine story, and it boasts an array of indigenous varieties, 
some of which are only grown on Hvar. Just one more arrow in the bow of this truly authentic 
experience in one of the most stunning settings in Dalmatia imaginable.
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Minimum 2 person

215 EUR / person for 1-12 people

C O O K I N G  C L A S S  

DEPARTURE TIME: 09:30AM for a Noon – 2PM lunch and 17:30 for evening dinner 18- – 20PM. 

DURATION: This is a half day program

WHAT IS INCLUDED: Pick up, the program as described, transfer to Malo Grablje and back, 3 course 
lunch or dinner with beverages included.

LUNCH MENU:
Appetizer:  Local cheese with island extra virgin olive oil/marinated anchovies/ di�erent types of   
  homemade pates from example artichokes or peas.
  Expect it to be adjusted by the ingredients
Main Course:  Wild boar prepared on “hunters way” with homemade gnocchi
  or Peka – traditional meal with lamb or mixed lamb and veal under the iron bell covered  
  with the ash.
Dessert:  Pecica na tecicu – special but simple traditional desert with almonds OR rožata, with   
  prošek (sweet desert wine)
Beverage: Wine, water, grappa – local brandy made by your host, local wine, water, turkish co�ee.

WHAT’S EXTRA:
Gratuities to guides and items purchased for personal use.

TRANSPORTATION METHOD:
comfortable air-conditioned 8 seat van or Toyota Land Cruiser or Mitsubishi Pajero – both 4WD vehicles.
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HALF DAY OFFROAD TOUR
(09:30 – 13:30 or 14:00 – 18:00) 
A short drive along a dirt road leads to Malo Grablje, a small village abandoned 
decades ago. Upon arrival there will be a short walk through that picturesque village 
founded in the 16th century.
After Malo Grablje we procede to Velo Grablje and the next stop is Vidikovac with such
 a perfect view of the deepest bay on the island there the guide will tell you information 
about the area about the oldest town in Croatia founded by ancient Greeks and more…
After the short stop we drive to the highest peak of the island Saint Nicholas (626 m). 

From the highest peak of the island there is a 360-degree unobstructed view of the 
island and across to islands of Brac, Korcula and Vis. Below the high point of St. 
Nicholas on a sloping sunny hillside lies Sveta Nedija, a village surrounded with steep 
vineyards which are very difficult to tend. It is famous far and wide for the high quality 
red wine it produces from the plavac grape.
Driving down the hill you will be surprised by the variety of the sun-soaked island 
paradise of Hvar accented with vineyard-covered hills, olive groves and undulating 
fields of rosemary and lavender.

As our Hvar Off-Road Tour comes to an end we head back to Hvar town taking 
the new road.

PRICE PER PERSON  Minimum 2 persons   

4 hours - 500 Kn per person                                            

1- 2 PERSONS 300,00 € PER TOUR
3-4 PERSONS 130,00 € PER TOUR
5-8 PERSONS 110,00 € PER TOUR
9-12 PERSONS 90,00 € PER TOUR
13 AND MORE PERSONS 70,00 € PER TOUR

4 hours - by an A/C 4WD car                                            
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PRICE PER PERSON  Minimum 2 persons   

4 hours - 500 Kn per person                                            

ISLAND 
CULINARY PICNIC
Our island culinary picnic takes place at the olive oil grove house of one of the best 
olive oil producers in Croatia, Borivoj Bojanic's Olive Oil Hvar. The extra virgin olive oil 
here is known as island green gold, and it's famed for its subtle flavour and distinct 
piquant taste. All of the herbs and vegetables used in the preparation of your meal 
are just as special. Each is planted and cultivated on sustainable and environmentally 
responsible principles. And the setting for our picnic couldn't be more perfect 
- an amazing view over Hvar's 2234 years old Ager field, the oldest preserved 
agriculture plain in the world, a UNESCO World Heritage site. What a perfect afternoon 
- enjoying island life, cuisine, unspoiled nature and a fabulous host! Our Culinary 
Picnic is not just great for families and groups, but if you want to surprise your beloved 
on with romantic place for dinner, or want to have unique celebration place for birthday 
or anniversary lunch dinner on Hvar we can arrange a private affair. Just tell us what 
you'd like - from special decorations to custom birthday cakes - and we'll make it 
happen!
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I S L A N D  C U L I N A R Y  P I C N I C

TOUR DESCRIPTION: This half day tour takes you to a olive grove in picturesque middle Hvar Island 
village overlooking a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Your meal will be prepared in a traditional island way, 
cooked over an open �re and served by the island's best olive oil producer Mr. Borivoj Bojanic and his 
wife. Duration: This is a half day program. What's  included:  Pick up, the program as described, transfer 
to olive grove and back, 4 course lunch or dinner with beverages included. What's extra: Gratuities to 
guides and items purchased for personal use..

ISLAND CULINARY PICNIC MENU:
Appetizer:  Local cheese with island extra virgin olive oil/marinated anchovies and olive patè
Main Course:  Barbeque
  or Stewed �sh prepared the ''hunter's way'' on an open �re
  or Grilled �sh
  or Grilled �sh wrapped in bacon
Dessert:  Fritule - local biscuit, caramelized almond - a traditional Hvar type of candy
Beverage: Grappa - local brandy, local wine, water, co�ee

PRICE PER PERSON / 1 - 4 people 

225 EUR 
PRICE PER PERSON / 5 - 12 people  

185 EUR 
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HVAR HIKING TOUR
1 DAY HIKING (5-6H WALK) 
VELO GRABLJE - MALO GRABLJE - MILNA - HVAR (CCA 11 KM)
The tour starts in Hvar Town port where the group meets with the guide. A 20 minute 
transfer from the bus station to our starting point takes us to the village of Velo Grablje, 
which is approx. 14km from Hvar Town. The road to the starting point will offer the 
group amazing views of the surrounding islands. We start our walk from Velo Grablje 
towards Malo Grablje following the old trail which in medieval times used to be the main 
road connecting Hvar with Stari Grad on the North side of the island. The entire trail is 
downhill, starting with approx. 20 long steps and continuing as a small trail for approx. 
1.5km. After that section we continue our walk to Malo Grablje on a wide, gravel trail… 
It usually takes us around 1h from Velo Grablje to Malo Grablje, including short stops 
for some explanations and picture taking.
After arrival to this picturesque, hidden village of Malo Grablje we continue walking for 
about 45 minutes on a wide, gravel road to Milna. A walk from Milna back to Hvar 
follows a small, rocky trail and it lasts approximately 1.30h (depending on the speed).

3-4 PERSONS 67,00 € PER PERSON
3-4 hours - Hiking tour                                            

1-4 PERSONS 300,00 € PER TOUR
5 OR MORE 75,00 € PER PERSON

3-5 hours - Hiking tour                                            
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HVAR ISLAND TOUR 
This is a wonderful way to experience the beauties of Hvar with a coach and licensed 
professional guide. All of the towns below are included in this island sightseeing tour.
Stari Grad, formerly known as Pharia and Pharos, is one of the oldest settlements on the 
island and is in fact the city after which the island was named (Hvar being a derivative 
of Pharia and Pharos). With roots reaching back to Greek antiquity, the town is adorned 
with white stone houses and has an atmosphere so special that throughout the years 
many of Stari Grad’s visitors have become its permanent residents.
Vrboska is known as Little Venice of Hvar island, appropriately named for the many 
small bridges that connect the city over its narrow, winding fjord, Vrboska is the smallest 
town on Hvar and is wondrously endowed with charm. Here you’ll enjoy an inspiring 
stroll through the city and visit several old churches with some of the largest art 
collections on the Adriatic coast.
Jelsa is one of the largest towns on the island. Enjoy morning coffee in St. John’s square, 
a beautiful square tracing its roots back to the renaissance-baroque era. We also 
recommend visiting the square’s small octagonal church, which dates back to the later
part of the 17th century. 
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H V A R  I S L A N D  T O U R

MEETING POINT:  Your hotel front desk. Duration: Half day program

WHAT IS INCLUDED: The program as described, pick up, guide, coach transfer.

Entrance tickets are not included.

HVAR ISLAND TOUR BY AN A/C CAR OR VAN
4-5 HOURS 

1-3 persons
4-8 persons

350 € per person
450 € per tour
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HVAR HERITAGE 
WALKING TOUR 
(PRIVATE TOUR)
Join us for the ultimate tour of Hvar. The Hvar Heritage Waking Tour is perfectly tailored 
for those who want to see as much as they can in 2 hours. Encompassing all the major 
sights and landmarks of historic Hvar, this tour offers truly the best and the most 
complete perspective of once the most important Venetian harbour in the Adriatic sea.
Hvar is a visual fest for lovers of architecture and it looks like “an open air gallery” for 
every style which is waiting to be discovered.
You will surely enjoy in the charm of the Old Town called Groda, the Piazza, the Arsenal 
and the first public theatre in Europe, the cathedral of St. Stephen, the Franciscan 
monastery, the Renaissance Palaces and many others.
This tour will offer you a unique perspective and understanding of Hvar’s rich historic 
heartland.

THE PRICE DOESN’T INCLUDE: Items purchased for personal use, museum tickets

THE PRICE INCLUDES: fully licensed tour guide

PRICE

950 Kn / around 130€                  
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AGRO-TOURISM 
PHAROS 
(DINNER OR LUNCH)
Visiting Agro tourism Pharos is a great day out and an alternative to the beach, with 
educational opportunities for the kids, quality food and wine for the parents, either on a 
private visit, or as a stop off.  Don't miss it
A 32,000m2 plot of land in the UNESCO-protected Stari Grad Plain, and under 
cultivation for 2,400 years. A farm of animals which so far includes goats, chickens, 
pigs - both regular and Vietnamese - cows, goats, horses, geese and donkeys.  
A beautiful stone house in the centre of the plot, complete with wine cellar, where guests 
can taste the wines, olive oils, hams, cheeses and fish from the local family business, 
while the kids enjoy the animals in this natural paradise. 
A visit where the hosts speak English, Italian, German, Spanish, Croatian and 
Hungarian. Where the farm will be open all day to groups and individuals alike.
There is an Ancient Greek theme, with the hosts dressed in togas and the wine served in 
old amphora. 
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A G R O - T O U R I S M  P H A R O S

The land included one hectare of vegetables under cultivation, and it is the source of food for Marinero 
restaurant in Hvar Town, which is also owned by the family.
The hosts are extremely welcoming, and more than happy to explain everything about the UNESCO 
zone, the animals and Hvar in general over a glass of wine, while the kids explore the secrets of the farm. 
Located in isolation, there is a great view of Stari Grad and the sea to the left from the terrace.  

LUNCH/DINNER: 
Salad, Dalmationa peka (lamb, veal) potaotes, Carob cake, �an, gingerbread, 4 types of wine

ADD- ONS: Transportation, items purchased for personal use 

PRICE PER PERSON  Minimum 5 people 

275 Kn / around 37€                  
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DURATION: 45 minutes. 

PRICE   Min 1 pax- max 7 pax

1500 Kn / around 200€                  

MINI CRUISING 
AROUND 
PAKLINSKI ISLANDS 
Legend says that the Paklinski Islands came into existence as a result of a secret love 
between the sea god Poseidon and a nymph. Even today it's easy to see why this lovely 
necklace of little islands that surrounds the town of Hvar is so special
Private mini cruising with private speed boat around Paklinski islands with stops in 
small bays.
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EXPLORING 
THE GREEN AND 
BLUE CAVES 
This unique day on the sea starts with the majestic Green and Blue caves and includes 
Vis and the Pakleni islands! We'll begin by cruising between Hvar and the islets of 
Ravnik and Biševo. First we will visit the Green Cave where we will get a chance to swim 
inside and enjoy the emerald light show!. Then we'll discover a picturesque hidden inlet 
called Stiniva, where you can enjoy a delicious swim or just relax and sun bathe. After 
Stiniva, it's off to experience the world-renowned Blue Cave, whose ethereal silvery blue 
color is created by the sun as it bathes the inside of the cave through an opening in the 
roof and is reflected back by the sandy surface below. Widely regarded as one of the 
world's most beautiful natural phenomena, this cave is a must¬see. Our trip continues 
to the legendary island of Vis and the authentic fishing village of Komiža. We will have 
an hour of free time to explore this charming seaside hamlet before we take off to enjoy 
the Paklinski Islands. We'll stop at one of the archipelago's most popular bays, 
Vinogradišce at Palmižana, where you can have a seaside lunch at some of the best 
restaurants in the Adriatic! After lunch, you can swim, relax or even go dancing at the 
Laganini lounge club beach bar, a famous island hangout where Bono enjoyed THAT 
10-course lunch!
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E X P L O R I N G  T H E  G R E E N  A N D  B L U E  C A V E S

DETAILS ON ITINERARY AND STOPS:
Details on itinerary and stops:

10:20 Hotel Amfora pier or other arranged location 

10:30 Departure for the tour

11:10 Ravnik Island – Green Cave short swimming break for up to 30 min. Depending on the accessibility

12:10 Blue Cave – Next stop is the Blue Cave, on Biševo island. Along the way, the sea cli�s and island 

views are spectacular. After reaching Biševo (Blue Cave island) we will disembark from our speedboat 

into the Blue Cave’s shuttlecraft which will take us directly inside. During peak season there will be a 

queue, so please be patient and be prepared to wait up to 30 minutes or more until one of the shuttles is 

available. The shuttle ride takes about 20 min. The best time to visit Blue Cave is between 11 AM – 2 PM 

when the sun rays create a magni�cent aquamarine light that bathes the inside of the cave and turns 

white objects into silver.

approx. 13:30  – 14:00 – Stiniva Cave – stop at the hidden lagoon, where you can enjoy swimming 

among the breathtaking cli�s of the lagoon.

14:30 After Vis we will cruise the gorgeous western coast of Vis island for about an hour before arriving 

back at the south shore of Hvar

15:30 Mala Milna – we will take you to the beach house Notos. A �rst look at the recently opened Hvar 

restaurant Notos, whose interior and exterior rely on a supermodern soft nature concept (special 

importance in the decoration is dedicated to natural materials and shades of wood and sand) tells us 

one thing – this is ‘Place to be’ of summers and where they live – sensations for the palate! Namely, 

anyone who wants to enjoy the beautiful ambience and experience the best of Hvar – on a plate and in 

an elegant cocktail glass – should record this fresh hedonistic address in their travel itinerary.

WHEN WE SAY HEDONISTIC, that’s what we really mean, because how else to call a wide range of 

delicious seafood delicacies that are a real spectacle for the senses!

17:30 Palmižana – we will take you to the famous bay of Vinogradišce or Palmižana. where you can enjoy 

swimming and sunbathing until 6:15 PM

18:15 Return to Hvar
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E X P L O R I N G  T H E  G R E E N  A N D  B L U E  C A V E S

DEPARTURE TIME: 10:30 am

END TIME: AROUND:  6:00 PM

WHAT'S INCLUDED: The tour as described, speedboat, fuel, skipper

WHAT'S EXTRA: Blue and Green caves ticket 100 HRK or 15 EUR for person per cave. 

Items purchased for personal use; gratuities to the skipper/crew,

ADDITIONAL NOTICE: Due to the bad weather circumstances; south wind called 
yugo or any other means of bad weather the cave can be closed for that day. In 
this case we can re schedule your trip for the upcoming day or return your 
deposit.

eather the cave can be closed for that day. In this case we can re schedule your 
trip for the 

PRICE PER PERSON  Minimum 6 people/Maximum 25 people - group tour 

500 kn / around 66€   
+100 Kn or 15€ per cave entrance               
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SPEEDBOAT DISCOVERY 
OF 6 TOP BEACHES ON EUROPE’S 
SUNNIEST ISLAND
Hvar, the sunshine island, where the average of 2718 hours a year of golden rays has 

led to a local wine being named after those numbers, and which makes it officially the 
sunniest place in Europe. And what does one need to enjoy a little sunshine? Yes, Hvar 
has an abundance of incredible beaches for sun-worshippers, from the naturist to the 
family, the secluded to the town beach. Whatever you are looking for in a beach, you will 
find it on Hvar.
But what if it were possible to check out a range of beaches in one day, to reach them all 
be speedboat and sample them all, both the beaches and their facilities, before returning 
back to Hvar Town for an evening of fun? 
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S P E E D B O A T  D I S C O V E R Y  

TOUR DESCRIPTION: 

Check in or start for this tour is 15 minutes before
Boarding on the speedboats we will start our morning part with the southern lagoons and bays of Hvar 
Island with the following details and itinerary:

10:00 Departure

10:30 Stop 1: Lučišće bay – 30min
Lučišće beach located beneath a huge rocky formation not far from Sveta Nedjelja. Small in size and 
relatively inaccessible by car, it is ideal for speedboat arrival. It is regarded by some as Hvar’s most 
beautiful beach, and one with legendary procreative powers. A good way to start the day!

11:30 Stop 2: Dubovica bay – 1:30min
Dubovica bay, one of the most beautiful Croatian beaches at all, and certainly one of the most 
photographed with its iconic stone house in the water. Here you can enjoy the swimming but also 
sample a mojito or to at the local beach bar. Here we will give you a nice culinary tip. Right next to the 
small church on the beach, there is a local tavern, which is owned by the family Lovrincevic, whose 
owner is a passionate �sherman and every day you can �nd simple but fresh and tasty meals. 
Particularly recommended are the small fried fresh cuttle�sh and prawns.

13:30 Stop 3: Zaraće lagoon – 30 min 
Zaraće is one of the most beautiful wild lagoons on Hvar islands south shore. With its two bizarre rock 
formations jutting out either side, it has even been used for a �lm set. Both rock formations have their 
attractions – Malo Zarace closer to Hvar Town has no restaurant but a church right on the rock above 
Malo Zarace, while Velo Zarace o�ers a nice pebble beach and interesting roc formations, as well as 
restaurants on the beach for a drink.

14:30 Stop 4: Kordovon Beach – 60min
If ever there was a beach for everyone, it is Kordovon. CNN’s top naturist beach in the world in 2011, in 
Hu�ngton Post’s top 7 secret beaches in Europe, and a fashion shoot location for Vogue Australia, this 
idyllic beach on Jerolim is a true hidden gem. From the unorthodox art made from driftwood in the 
numerous pine trees to Hvar’s most unconventional toilet, Kordovon oozes originality, nature and the 
warmest of welcomes. There is a bar, sunbeds and simple menu.

16:00 Stop 5: Mline Beach – 60min
Next stop is Mline beach, a �rm local favorite, and if they locals are heading there with so much choice 
around, there must be a reason. A family friendly people beach with crystal clear sea; its western 
orientation guarantees more hours of sun. A great chilling zone, you can �nd cabanas, sunbeds and a 
simple restaurant run by the Dujmovic – Tartaja family.
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S P E E D B O A T  D I S C O V E R Y  

17:00 Stop 6: Palmižana Beach – 1:30min

And why not save the most fascinating for last. Palmizana may look like just another ordinary beach on 
approach, but included in the o�er of its �ve waterfront restaurants are an art gallery, arboretum, 
cocktail bar, celebrity hideouts, and THAT 10-course meal that Bono so much enjoyed in the summer of 
2016. An excellent beach with plenty of variety to �nish.

18:30 return to Hvar

MEETING POINT:
Concierge desks OR on the dock in front of the Amfora Hotel. 

DEPARTURE TIME:
10:30AM from the Hvar town harbor or dock in front of the Hotel Amfora

END TIME AND LOCATION:
Hvar harbor or dock in front of the Hotel Amfora, around 6PM

WHAT’S INCLUDED:
The tour as described, speedboat, fuel, skipper

WHAT’S EXTRA:
Items purchased for personal use; lunch, beverages at local bars, gratuities to the skipper/crew,
Transportation:
This program uses speedboats with 150 – 630HP with a capacity of 6 – 20 people per boat

ADDITIONAL NOTICE:
Due to the bad weather circumstances. In this case the tour operator holds the 
right to cancel or re schedule your trip for the upcoming day or return your 
deposit.

PRICE PER PERSON  Minimum: 6 people, maximum 20 people per boat, group tour

400 Kn / around 54€   
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BRAC ISLAND 
AND BOL BEACH
Hvar has more than enough attractions to fill several holidays, but it is also pleased 
with some rather exotic neighbors, several of which can be visited on our speedboat 
tours. 
Among the most popular is the trip to the island of Brac and the iconic Zlatni Rat beach 
near Bol, one of the most iconic beaches in the world which changes shape with the 
wind and is so well-known, it features in the local tourist board slogan Symbol of the 
Adriatic. 
The beach is deceptively large, and there is plenty of space on its fine pebbles, as well as 
shade and facilities in its pine trees. But Bol has much more to offer than just a beach, 
including wine tasting at the world class Stina winery on the Bol waterfront, a visit to 
the Pucisca stone-mason school (yes, this is the Croatian island which provided stone 
into the construction of The White House in Washington), or an optional ride to Vidova 
Gora which, at 825m, is the highest peak on the Adriatic with staggering views down to 
Bol and the island of Hvar. Additional excursions can be arranged on request. 
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B R A C  I S L A N D  A N D  B O L  B E A C H

TOUR DESCRIPTION: 
This tour takes you to Bol and lets you to wander around by yourself - you can’t get lost! If you would like 
us to arrange for additional Bol or Brac Island sightseeing or additional services like wind surf rental or 
car rental let us know.
Tell us what you like doing or seeing ¬ more swimming, more snorkeling, etc. so whatever your getaway 
is, we'll arrange the most perfect itinerary!

DEPARTURE TIME: 10:00 am

END TIME: around 6:00PM

WHAT'S INCLUDED: The tour as described, speedboat, fuel, skipper

WHAT'S EXTRA: Items purchased for personal use; gratuities to the skipper/crew

ADDITIONAL NOTICE: 
If you would like us to arrange for additional Bol or Brac Island sightseeing and 
excursions, or additional services like wind surf rental or car rental let us know.

PRICE PER PERSON  Minimum: 6 people, maximum 20 people per boat, group tour

500 Kn / around 66€   
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PRICE PER PERSON  Maximum 10 people

4900 Kn / around 650€ 

PRIVATE SAILING BOAT 
HIRE 8 HOURS
SUGGESTION’S FOR VISITING 
VIS ISLAND
Suggestion’s for visiting Vis Island; We will sail in one of the best parts of the Adriatic, to 
the favorite destination for people who love the sea and islands.
This tour is all about the sailing, the poetry of movement as many would call it. It is not 
easy to put a precise itinerary on this trip, because we leave the choice to the nature, 
letting the weather and winds guide us. This tour starts in Hvar town, and after approx. 
2 hours of sailing we reach the Green Cave on one small island off the coast of the 
island of Vis. If weather conditions permit we will make the Green Cave our first stop, 
where you will have time for swimming and snorkeling. After the cave we will continue 
to one of the many beautiful bays on the island of Vis, where we will anchor our boat for 
some free time for lunch or some other activities you wish, relaxing and of course 
enjoying some more swimming and snorkeling. Our return to Hvar will start around 4 
pm, where we should arrive at 6 pm. One thing we can say for sure: you will see 
beautiful places, beaches – even a cave.

THE PRICE INCLUDES: Boat, Skipper, Fuel, Wine, Water, Snacks and Snorkeling gear

NOTES: Lunch, Jeep/Speedboat Tour, or any additional tickets or activities.

PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE: Lunch, Jeep/Speedboat Tour, or any additional tickets or activities.

NOTES: Sunscreen, Hat, Sport shoes (If possible), Jacket (Recommended for beginning/end of season)
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PRICE INCLUDES: Boat, Skipper, Fuel, Wine, Water, Snacks and Snorkeling gear

PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE: Lunch, Jeep/Speedboat Tour, or any additional tickets or activities.

NOTES: Sunscreen, Hat, Sport shoes (If possible), Jacket (Recommended for beginning/end of season)

PRICE PER PERSON  Maximum 10 people

3150 Kn / around 420€ 

PRIVATE SAILING BOAT 
HIRE 4 HOURS
Sailing around Pakleni Islands archipelago with 1 stop for swimming.
This 4 hours sailing trip offers you just the right amount of time to discover the beauty of 
hidden gems in the archipelago of Pakleni Islands. Enjoy swimming in the mirror clear 
water, a glass of delicious wine on the sailing boat, and at the end if you want to add 
some more magic to all this, you can sail with us into the most beautiful sunset where 
the sound of the waves is the only music you need.
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PRICE PER PERSON  Minimum 5 people

750 Kn / around 100€ 

FULL DAY 
SAILING TO VIS 
(10:00AM - 6:00PM)
At 10:00 am we leave Hvar town to the Pakleni islands archipelago. We will sail in one 
of the best parts of the Adriatic, and to the favorite destination of those who love sea and 
islands. This tour is all about the sailing, the poetry of movement as many would call it. 
It is not easy to put a precise itinerary of this trip, because we leave the choice to nature, 
letting the weather and winds guide us. One thing we can say for sure: you will see 
beautiful places, beaches, maybe even a cave, enjoy the best local food and company. 
You will also hear about the interesting islands’ history, traditional way of life and much 
more. We return back to Hvar around 6 pm.

THE PRICE INCLUDES: skipper, fuel, diving masks and windbreakers.

NOTES: Bring your own swimsuits and sunscreen. Sunscreen, Hat, Sport shoes 
(If possible), Jacket (Recommended for beginning/end of season)
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PRICE PER PERSON  Minimum 5 people

490 Kn / around 65€ 

SUNSET OR HALF DAY 
SAILING TOUR 
4 HOURS HVAR – PAKLENI ISLANDS
Half day sailing to Pakleni Islands is a sailing designed just perfectly to fit all your 
plans to embrace the beauty of Hvar.
Offering you the choices of variable departing times starting either in the morning, or in 
the sunset time, this 4 hours sailing trip offers you just the right amount of time to 
discover the beauty of hidden gems in the archipelago of Pakleni Islands.
Sunset sailing to Pakleni Islands is a sailing designed just perfectly to fit all your plans 
to embrace the beauty of Hvar, this 4 hours sailing trip offers you just the right amount 
of time to discover the beauty of hidden gems in the archipelago of Pakleni Islands. 
Enjoy swimming in the mirror clear water, have a glass of delicious wine on the sailing 
boat, and at the end we add some more magic to all this.
Enjoy the beauty of a sunset and enjoy natures farewell kiss for the night. Hear the 
sound of the waves and relax.

DEPARTURE: Times depending on the date

THE PRICE INCLUDES: Boat, Skipper, Fuel, Refreshment, Snorkeling gear

NOTES: Sunscreen, Hat, Sport shoes (If possible), Jacket (Recommended for beginning/end of season)
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DEPARTURE TIME: Between 4-5PM (for April & October), 5 – 6PM(for May), 6 -7PM 
(for June & September), 7-8PM(for July & August). 

DURATION: This is a half day program, 3hours .

WHAT'S INCLUDED: This tour includes return transfer to the islands
highest peak, hiking escort to our romantic sunset picnic place, basket with chilled bottle of sparkling 
wine/regular wine, strawberries and island delicacies.

WHAT'S EXTRA: This program does not include gratuities to driver or items purchased for personal use. 

TRANSPORTATION: This program uses air-con 4WD vehicle Toyota Landcruiser or Mitsubishi Pajero.

PRICE FOR 2 PEOPLE:                        2150 Kn / around 290€ 

CHAMPAGNE 
SUNSET PICNIC
Enjoy the most amazing sunset in the Mediteranean and enjoy a wonderful picnic basket 
filled with island delicacies, sparkling wine and strawberries! 
Perched atop the island’s highest point, Sv. Nikola, you and your loved one can 
experience the magic of watching the sun slip into the sea together, alone.
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STRAWBERRIES 
AND CHAMPAGNE 
There are few things more romantic than seaside picnics, evening cruises and stunning 
sunsets. This is why we created our romantic sunset swim picnic. We'll whisk you and 
your beloved off to the west side of the Paklinski Islands in a private speedboat where 
you'll sip champagne amd enjoy fresh local strawberries as you watch the sun slowly 
melt into the azure Adriatic Sea. 
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S T R A W B E R R I E S  A N D  C H A M P A G N E

TOUR DESCRIPTION:  This half day tour takes you to a sunset speed boat cruising lets you to 
wander around and enjoy in the beautiful landscape of Paklinski Islands. We recommend to take swim 
suite and towel course it would be a shame for not to swim in beautiful lagoon and hidden pristine 
venues that we will take you.

DEPARTURE TIME: Between 4 - 5PM. Duration: This is a half day program, 3 - 4 hours.

WHAT'S INCLUDED: This tour includes 2.5 hours of cruising within your own private speedboat 
visiting hidden lagoons and pristine bays of the Paklinski Island and Hvar most famous south hill 
shore, where you can enjoy sunset swimming, strawberries and champagne with your beloved. 
Included is a chilled bottle of champagne, fresh strawberries and various snacks. 

WHAT'S EXTRA:  This program includes light snack and champagne, but we suggest gratuities 
to skipper, and items purchased for personal use. 

SPEED BOATS: This program uses speedboats with 250 - 630HP comfortable with spacious area 
to enjoy

PRICE FOR 2 PEOPLE  

3450 Kn / around 450€ 
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BOHEMIAN ROMANTIC 
SUNSET DINNER
Sometimes the finest things in life are also the simplest.
Take the island of Hvar, for example. An island full of tourists, with luxury waterfront 
attractions, marinas full of yachts, a nightlife which is world famous. But what about 
the other Hvar?

What about the Hvar away from the crowds, a Hvar back to its bare natural beauty? This, the island 
among the world’s ten most beautiful, with a climate so healthy it was dubbed the Austrian Madeira. 
An island said to be the sunniest in all Europe, whose Mediterranean diet is protected by UNESCO. An 
island which, with the right location and insider local knowledge, is the de�nition of Paradise on Earth.
Meet the new Bohemian Romantic Sunset Dinner, the most intimate and romantic dinner setting for 
the 2018 season. And a setting which is faithful to those core natural Hvar values. A spectacular loca-
tion on this sunniest of islands, with dinner timed to coincide with what is one of the most fabulous 
sunset vantage points on this incredible island. An intimate setting, with private table for just one 
couple (or maximum four people if you want to share the experience), set in total isolation in an olive 
grove whose oil bears testament to that Mediterranean diet UNESCO heritage.
As does the food, with vegetables freshly picked from local sources, the freshest Adriatic seafood fresh 
from the sea that very day, and Hvar’s award-winning wines available to taste at your leisure.
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B O H E M I A N  R O M A N T I C  S U N S E T  D I N N E R

TOUR DESCRIPTION:
Your personal chef will take the stress of the menu away, relying on the freshest available ingredients 
of the day to produce a meal and gourmet experience which will linger much longer in the memory 
that it does even on the palate. Simply decide on which option is right for you – �sh, meat, vegetarian 
– including any dietary requests, then settle down into the comfortable setting with your loved one 
and a glass or three of wine and watch the evening unfold as the sun sets before your eyes.

This is no ordinary dining experience, nor one which most will repeat. It is one of those unique 
moments in life which will truly take your breath away. Or the breath of your loved one, so if you are 
looking for the perfect spot to propose or celebrate a signi�cant anniversary, there can be few more 
arresting locations in all Dalmatia.
What better location can you possibly �nd for that special moment to propose? Total privacy (apart 
from our attendant but unobtrusive sta�, waiting to deliver your every wish) in an olive grove on 
Croatia’s premier island, overlooking a stunning sunset on Europe’s sunniest island. With such a sexy 
location and a gourmet treat to do just do Hvar’s UNESCO Mediterranean diet, what other answer 
could there be to that special question than YES?

The Romantic Bohemian Sunset Dinner is an unforgettable authentic Hvar experience which will 
linger long in the memory. The package includes collection and transfers, a meal worthy of Hvar’s 
UNESCO Mediterranean diet, wine and an evening which is absolutely priceless.

WHAT’S INCLUDED:
This tour includes return transfer to the sunset dinner venue – 3km from Hvar town, 3 course dinner 
with the wine, water, included, bohemian sunset dinner picnic set up like on photos, service during 
the dinner

WHAT’S EXTRA:
This program does not include gratuities to driver or items purchased for personal use.
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B O H E M I A N  R O M A N T I C  S U N S E T  D I N N E R

PRICE LIST             
2 PERSON
PICNIC OPTION - SELECTION OF STARTERS & COLD CUTS 400,00 €
DINNER 3 COURSE 500,00 €
DINNER 3 COURSE WITH THE CHEF ON SPOT 900,00 €
3 PERSON
PICNIC OPTION - SELECTION OF STARTERS & COLD CUTS 500,00 €
DINNER 3 COURSE 650,00 €
DINNER 3 COURSE WITH THE CHEF ON SPOT 1.050,00 €
4 PERSON
PICNIC OPTION - SELECTION OF STARTERS & COLD CUTS 600,00 €
DINNER 3 COURSE 800,00 €
DINNER 3 COURSE WITH THE CHEF ON SPOT 1.050,00 €
5 PERSON
PICNIC OPTION - SELECTION OF STARTERS & COLD CUTS 600,00 €
DINNER 3 COURSE 950,00 €
DINNER 3 COURSE WITH THE CHEF ON SPOT 1.250,00 €
6 PERSON
PICNIC OPTION - SELECTION OF STARTERS & COLD CUTS 700,00 €
DINNER 3 COURSE 1.100,00 €
DINNER 3 COURSE WITH THE CHEF ON SPOT 1.350,00 €

WINES INCLUDED IN ABOVE STATED RATES:
ROSE N# 11 - DUBOKOVIĆ, PAVIČIĆ ROSE
WHITE MOJ B - DUBOKOVIĆ, ORANGE, BOGADNUŠA GRAPE VARIETY HVAR ISLAND AUTHENTIC GRAPE VARIETY, 
BOGADANUŠA PAVIČIĆ - FRESH, BOGADNUŠA GRAPE VARIETYHVAR ISLAND AUTHENTIC GRAPE VARIETY
RED
2718H OF SUN IN THE BOTTLE - PLAVAC MALIGRAPE VARIETY , DUBOKOVIĆ
PAVIČIĆ RED WINE
CHAMPAGNES & OTHER - RATES & OPTIONS:
CHAMPAGNE VEVUE CLICQUOT 125,00 €
CHAMPAGNE DOM PERIGNON 620,00 €
RED PREMIUM - MEDVID 2015, PLAVAC MALI GRAPE VARIETY, OAK BARREL 145,00 €
RED PREMIUM - MEDVJEDIUCA 2015, PLAVAC MALI GRAPE VARIETY 105,00 €
RED HIGH QUALITY - BEFORE 6009YRS 55,00 €
WHITE - BUTUL MALVAZIJA PILJ, SLOVENIA, KARST & ISTRIA REGION 65,00 €
WHITE - BABY ORANGE BUTUL, SLOVENIA KARST & ISTRIA REGION 65,00 €
MOJA M DUBOKOVIĆ HVAR - MARAŠTINA GRAPE VARIETY 55,00 €
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SKYDIVE ON HVAR  
(JULY AND AUGUST)
Tandem skydiving doesn't require any foreknowledge, just decide to experience the 
amazing Hvar Island from a bird’s perspective and you are ready to go. 
Once you come to the airfield, you are assigned with your own tandem instructor who 
will guide you throughout the entire activity. You will go through the preparation, 
positioning of your body in free fall and a short instruction regarding the landing. Don't 
worry, the instructor will do everything for you, the only thing you have to do is to open 
your mind and get ready for a once in a lifetime experience. 
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The panoramic flight lasts for 20 minutes until the right height is reached (3000 m). You will be free 
falling for 30 to 40 seconds when the instructor opens the parachute and you will touch the ground in 
5 to 7 minutes.
The aircraft can take two passengers and two instructors at a time. The whole adventure lasts for an 
hour and a half.

ADD ON: Transportation from Hvar to the skydiving base and back (shuttle on Hvar),

SKYDIVING RECORDING: Handycam: 59 € (443 kuna), Cameraman: 110 € (825 kuna)

PREMIUM (HANDYCAM + CAMERAMAN + PHOTO): 140 € (1050 kuna, Items 
purchased for personal use

INCLUDED: preparation, skydiving equipment, skydive

ADDITIONAL NOTICE: comfortable sport shoes, not sandals, comfortable clothes

S K Y D I V E  O N  H V A R

PRICE PER PERSONE:    
Skydiving tandem jump: 

1875 Kn / around 250€ 
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WIND SURF 
(TRY IT COURSE) 
Bota Advanced Windsurf courses are suitable for everybody aged 7 to 70 the only 
condition is that you swim! Activate your holidays with Bota Windsurf courses! 
Discover the sunniest windsurf spot on the sunniest Island of the Adriatic coast!
The windsurf center lies on the north side of the sunny island Hvar, in the village 
Vrboska- the little Venice of Croatia! Famous for beautiful beaches, crystal blue sea, 
great wind and wave conditions and a charming old town, unforgettable holidays are 
guaranteed!
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DEPARTURE: as agreed (during the daytime), duration approx. 2 hours, minimum 1 person

ADD ON: transfer, Items purchased for personal use, food and beverage

PRICE INCLUDES: windsurf equipment, windsurf instructor

NOTES: towel, swimming suite. T-shirt , sun lotion,  hat , drinks, windsurf courses depend on wind 
and weather conditions

W I N D  S U R F  

PRICE PER PERSONE:    

400 Kn / around 52€ 
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DISCOVER SCUBA 
DIVING
Who should try this experience?

Have you always wondered what it’s like to breathe underwater? If you want to try scuba 
diving, but aren’t quite ready to take the plunge into a certification course, Discover 
Scuba Diving is for you. PADI dive shops offer this program either in a pool, off a beach 
or from a dive boat. You can try scuba close to home or while you’re on vacation at a 
dive destination. While not a scuba certification course, Discover Scuba Diving is a 
quick and easy introduction to what it takes to explore the underwater world.
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D I S C O V E R  S C U B A  D I V I N G

To sign up for a PADI Discover Scuba Diving experience, you must be at least 10 years old. No prior 
experience with scuba diving is necessary, but you need to be in reasonable physical health.

WHAT WILL YOU LEARN?
You learn the basic safety guidelines and skills needed to dive under the direct supervision of a PADI 
Professional. If you make an open water dive, you’ll practice a few more skills in shallow water to 
prepare for your adventure. Get ready to:
Go over the scuba equipment you use to dive and how easy it is to move around underwater with 
your gear.

Find out what it’s like to breathe underwater.

Learn key skills that you’ll use during every scuba dive.

Have fun swimming around and exploring.

Hear about becoming a certi�ed diver through the PADI Open Water Diver course.

Our �rst Discover Scuba Dive takes place in the beautiful bay of Podstine in shallow water. 
The maximum depth is 5 meter, which is suitable to perform all the basic skill required for a boat 
experience.

PRICE INCLUDES:  Full SCUBA equipment included. All activities are leaded by a PADI Dive 
Professional. Discovery Scuba Diving Theory Booklet included. Dive Theory part takes approx. 40 
minutes. The �rst shore dive to practice basic diving skills about 30 minutes. The boat dive is a fun dive 
in Sirena Bay, which is approx. 40 minutes of diving.

 price on request         
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PADI SCUBA DIVERS ARE QUALIFIED TO:
Dive under the direct supervision of a PADI Professional to a maximum depth of 12 metres/40 feet.
Obtain air �lls, rent or purchase scuba equipment and participate in dive activities as long as properly 
supervised.

Continue dive training by completing the PADI Open Water Diver certi�cation and taking certain 
specialty diver courses.

SCUBA DIVER COURSE  
Who should try this experience?

The PADI Scuba Diver course is a subset of the PADI Open Water Diver course. 
If you’re short on time but really want to become a diver, the PADI Scuba Diver rating 
might be right for you - particularly if you expect to go scuba diving primarily with a dive 
guide. This course is an intermediate step for earning an Open Water Diver certification, 
if that’s your ultimate goal.
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S C U B A  D I V E R  C O U R S E

 price on request   

To enroll in a PADI Scuba Diver course (or Junior Scuba Diver course), you must be 10 years old or 
older. You need adequate swimming skills and need to be in good physical health. No prior experience 
with scuba diving is required, but you can try it �rst through the Discover Scuba Diving program.

WHAT WILL YOU LEARN?
The PADI Scuba Diver course consists of three main phases:
Knowledge Development (online, independent study or in a classroom) to understand basic principles 
of scuba diving – just the �rst three of �ve sections of the Open Water Diver course.
Con�ned Water Dives to learn basic scuba skills – just the �rst three of �ve dives of the Open Water 
Diver course
Open Water Dives to use your skills and explore – just two of four dives of the Open Water Diver 
course.

HOW CAN YOU START LEARNING NOW?
Get started by registering for Open Water Diver Online – PADI’s eLearning option. The web-based 
system gives you the background information you need to dive safely and allows you to study at your 
own pace through an easy-to-use, interactive program. You only need to complete the �rst three 
sections, but have a year to complete the whole program if you choose to go on to earn your PADI 
Open Water Diver certi�cation.
There are other home-study materials you can choose from including the Open Water Diver TouchTM 
(a tablet app) and the Open Water Diver Manual and Open Water Diver Video (a book and DVD pack-
age). Stop by your local PADI dive shop to enroll in the course, get your materials and start reading the 
book and watching the video. Your PADI Instructor will meet with you to schedule knowledge review 
sessions, con�ned water and open water dives.

WHAT SCUBA GEAR WILL YOU USE?
You learn to use basic scuba gear, including a mask, snorkel, �ns, regulator, buoyancy control device 
and a tank. The equipment you wear varies, depending upon whether you’re diving in tropical, tem-
perate or cold water. Your PADI Instructor will explain the equipment you need and may suggest 
additional educational materials, such as the required logbook.
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OUR SOMETHING 
EXTRA HVAR CITY TOUR  
Hvar is one of the most fascinating towns in Europe – the birthplace of organised 
tourism in Europe (150 years in 2018), home to the oldest public theatre in Europe, 
birthplace of the ‘father of fingerprinting’ and with its very own UNESCO heritage. Its 
quaint back streets have many secrets of their own, and the architectural influence of its 
many invaders can be carefully observed at leisure. So why rush it in a one-hour tour, as 
so many tourists do?
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PER PERSONE / min 2 people    

105 EUR

TOUR DESCRIPTION:  
Our half day tour starts with a car transfer to Hvar’s Fortica Castle, which is the best place for the most 
amazing view of the entire city and island archipelago. After learning more about the castle and its 
history we’ll begin our gentle stroll down to the city center through lush pine woods until we reach 
old part of the town called Groda. At Groda we will stop at Benedictine Nuns’ museum where you will 
see their signature works of art: Agava pattern laces, just one of the �ve UNESCO heritages on Hvar – 
the most of any island in the world. Afterwards we will discover the city square (the largest in 
Dalmatia, the historic Arsenal with its recently discovered ancient Roman ruins below, the oldest 
public theatre in Europe dating back to 1612,  and Hvar cathedral, before �nishing our tour with a 
well-earned espresso at Cafe Piazza overlooking the waterfront.

WHAT’S INCLUDED:
Pick up, guide, the program as described, car transfer to Fortress, admission to Fortica castle & 
Benedictine Nun’s museum, espresso in Ca�e Piazza

O U R  S O M E T H I N G  E X T R A  H V A R  C I T Y  T O U R

PER PERSONE / 3-4 people    

95 EUR
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WILD HVAR JEEP 
SAFARI, FULL DAY, 
INCLUDING AN 
AUTHENTIC ISLAND 
LUNCH WITH WINE
Beaches, nightlife and gorgeous stone coastal towns – is there anything more to Hvar?

Oh yes! If you can drag yourself away from the beach, join us on an offroad safari for 
Hvar’s most exciting and informative tour, and one which few tourists even hear about. 
Pack in more sights, stories, experiences and flavours in just one day than the majority 
manage in an entire holiday, returning back to regular gorgeous Hvar coastal tourism 
with a totally different perspective of Croatia’s premier island.
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TOUR DESCRIPTION:  

We’ll leave paved roads behind in a comfortable air-conditioned Jeep and head to Malo Grablje, a 
small village abandoned decades ago, which legend says was founded by an illegitimate son of Henry 
VIII, whose descendants in the village all bear the same un-Croatian surname – Tudor. The tour 
continues to picturesque Velo Grablje, once the centre of lavender production for all Dalmatia, and 
today home to Hvar’s lavender festival and an amazing regeneration story. Take in the views from 
Vidokovac, where the Adriatic north and south will greet you.

To the north is Stari Grad, founded by the Ancient Greeks in 384 BC, home to one of Croatia’s 8 
UNESCO World Heritage Sites, considered by some as Croatia’s oldest town (it celebrated its 2400th 
birthday in 2016). Time for a little o�road to the peak of Hvar at Sveti Nikola, 621m above sea level 
and a�ording perfect 360 views of the Adriatic, as well as the mainland and other nearby islands such 
as Vis and Korcula.
Hold on tight for the drive to the south side and Sveta Nedjelja, home to the iconic Zlatan Otok 
winery and the infamous steep Plavac Mali vineyards, where an optional wine tasting awaits. Food 
awaits but not before a drive through one of the last undiscovered �lmsets of Europe, a 1.4km tunnel 
chiselled through the rock by the Yugoslav army 50 years ago. Little has changed since, and not for the 
fainthearted!
Olives are a staple of Dalmatia, and Hvar’s oldest tree dates back 2500 years. Where better to take 
pause and enjoy the �nest Dalmatian cuisine than in a picturesque olive grove in the hills close to 
Vrisnik, whose stupendous views include all six churches from Hvar’s UNESCO Easter Procession, a 
tradition still going after 500 years.  A return to Hvar taking in the magni�cent southern views out to 
Vis completes a fabulous voyage of discovery of the real Hvar.

W I L D  H V A R  F U L L  D A Y  J E E P  S A F A R I
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DEPARTURE TIME:
9:15 – 9:30AM. This tour can also be arranged at a time that is convenient for you, so please ask us 
what your unique requirements are and we will be happy to get back to you with the particulars and 
our price. End location: We will end this tour where you wish – at the marina, your hotel, villa or private 
accommodation. Just let us know.

WHAT’S INCLUDED:
Pick up, the program as described, guide/driver, air conditioned 4WD vehicle, lunch in olive grove 
(beverage included in the lunch)

WHAT’S EXTRA:
Items purchased for personal use, gratuities to guide. Please bring swim gear, towel and sun 
protection.

W I L D  H V A R  F U L L  D A Y  J E E P  S A F A R I

HVAR ISLAND TOUR BY AN A/C CAR OR VAN

2-4 persons
5-12 persons

215 € per person
205 € per person

Malo Grablje regular barbecue lunch/dinner option  245,00 €  235,00 €
Malo Grablje peka OR fish lunch/dinner option   255,00 €  245,00 €
Olive Grove lunch/dinner option      245,00 €  235,00 €
Olive Grove peka OR fish lunch/dinner option   255,00 €  245,00 €

2-4
GUESTS

5-12
GUESTS
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JEEP SAFARI
With this guided tour you will visit the most beautiful parts of our island. You will get to 
see places rarely visited by tourists as even some of the locals don't know they exist 
- all completely inaccessible by regular tour buses or rental cars. 
This tour is suitable for people of all ages and is one of the best ways of discovering our 
island's hidden charms. Drive through typical old villages, see outstanding scenery and 
capture the authentic Dalmatian charm of the island! Experience the untouched nature, 
climb the hills for beautiful panoramic views and then descend through olive groves and 
vineyards to the coast! 
Hvar is renowned for its beautiful valleys and picturesque bays but also for the indulgent 
lifestyle it has to offer. You will discover the most precious hidden corners of Hvar, enjoy 
breathtaking scenery and taste some of that Mediterranean 'chill'! 
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J E E P  S A F A R I

ITINERARY: Departure from Hvar 9:15 – 9:30. A short drive along a dirt road leads to Malo Grablje, a 
small village abandoned decades ago. Upon arrival there will be a short walk through that picturesque 
village founded in the 16th century. A tour proceeds to Velo Grablje, a small village founded in 15th 
century. Once a rich and advanced township of industrious people who, other than production of good 
wine, olive oil and honey, were known as the greatest lavender oil producers in Europe. 
The next stop is Vidikovac with such a perfect view of the deepest bay on the island, there the guide will 
tell you information about the oldest town in Croatia founded by ancientGreeks and UNESCO protected 
�eld. 

After the short stop we drive to the highest peak of the island, Saint Nicholas (626 m) to enjoy the 
stunning view. On a sloping sunny hillside lies Sveta Nedija, a village surrounded with steep vineyards 
which are very di�cult to tend. It is famous far and wide for the high quality red wine it produces from 
the plavac grape. 
Driving down the hill you will be surprised by the variety of the sun-soaked island paradise of Hvar, 
accented with vineyard-covered hills, olive groves and undulating �elds of rosemary and lavender. 

We will have lunch at the family owned tavern in the central part of the island. With its interior in local 
style, organic vegetables production and food preparation sends you back to lives of people from Hvar  
from centuries ago. Preparation of food in the tavern is traditional. The most interesting is under the 
bell-shaped lid (“peka”) which is covered with live coal. For the lunch you can choose: octopus, lamb, 
veal or chicken with potatoes as a side dish.  After the lunch we continue along the north coast to 
Vrboska where we stop at Soline beach for relaxing and a swimming. 
As our Hvar Off-Road Tour comes to an end, approximately at 4.30 PM, we head back to Hvar town taking 
the new road

WHAT TO BRING & WEAR: 
Please dress with swim gear under your clothes as there will be a swimming stop after the lunch. 
Remember to wear comfortable clothes, sensible shoes and don't forget your towel, sun tan lotion and 
camera – de�nite essentials for your Hvar O�road Tour!!! 

BEST VALUE FOR MONEY: 
Licensed guide, air-conditioned Nissan Patrol, lunch in the traditional Dalmatian tavern 

PRICE PER PERSON  Minimum 2 persons   

700 Kn / around 95€                                            
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TOUR DURATION: 3,5 h
TOUR INCLUDES:  HVAR - BRUSJE - VELO and MALO GRABLJE
DISTANCE: 30 km
ELEVATION: +200m
DIFFICULTY: Easy
DEPARTURE: Hotel Pharos, Hvar
BIKE RETURN: 18:30
TYPE OF BIKES: fe-bike
PRICE INCLUDES: helmet, water bottle, tasting of local products in a konoba and gpx �le to
upload on your telephone
AVAILABLE: from March to November (for other months please contact us)
NOTES: sunscreen, sport clothes, jacket (recommend for beginning/end of season)

*let us know height dimensions for each cyclist

SELF GUIDED HVAR 
CYCLING TOUR / 3.5 H
Hvar • Brusje • Velo and Malo Grablje
TASTING OF LOCAL PRODUCTS INCLUDED
The best way to see the island is on a bicycle with your friends or family. Immerse 
yourself in the modern Mediterranean lifestyle and ancient culture of Island Hvar.
You will have a panoramic view from the fortress, visit the Villages of Brusje, Velo
Grablje and Malo Grablje, very famous for lavender fields. You will stop for an home
made juice and some tasting of locals products in family farm with beautiful view
from the top.

PRICE PER PERSON / bike included

 570,00 kn or 75,00 €
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TOUR DURATION: 4 h
TOUR INCLUDES:  STARI GRAD – VRBOSKA – JELSA – Wine Tasting
DISTANCE: 30 km
ELEVATION: + 190m
DIFFICULTY: Easy
DEPARTURE: EVERY DAY = 11:00 AM from Hvar Life shop in Stari Grad
PICK UP: 
Hotel Amfora and Pharos = 10.20 AM HOTEL AMFORA / 100 kn r/t per person
Hotel Palace, Riva, Adriana = 10.30 AM BUS STATION HVAR / 100 r/t per person
TYPE OF BIKES: �tness bike* and e-bike on request*
PRICE INCLUDES: helmet, water bottle, wine tasting in two di�erent wineries and a guide
AVAILABLE: from March to November (for other months please contact us)
NOTES: sunscreen, sport clothes, jacket (recommend for beginning/end of season)

* let us know height dimensions for each cyclist

BIKE AND WINE TOUR 
Hvar is a natural paradise, whose fields are famous for their grapes and olives,
producing world-class products. Ride from Stari Grad through the Stari Grad Plain, a
UNESCO World Heritage site, to Vrboska, known locally as little Venice.
There we will have the first tasting at a typical family winery with three types of 
wine-paired with local delicacies. After a ride along the seashore to Jelsa, we will stop in 
a second secret winery with top quality wine and olive oil. This is a guaranteed holiday 
highlight for anyone who enjoys wine.

PRICE PER PERSON / bike included

1125,00 kn or 150,00 €
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CARBON FRAME ROAD BIKES
1 - 2 DAYS: 65 € / PER DAY
3 - 7 DAYS: 60 € / PER DAY
8 - 14 DAYS: 55 € / PER DAY
15 + DAYS: 40 € / PER DAY

RENT A BIKE
City • MTB • Fitness • Road bike • E-bike

ALUMINIUM ROAD BIKES
1 - 2 DAYS: 27 € / PER DAY
3 - 7 DAYS: 25 € / PER DAY
8 - 14 DAYS: 22 € / PER DAY
15 + DAYS: 18 € / PER DAY

HYBRID BIKES
1 - 2 DAYS: 25 € / PER DAY
3 - 7 DAYS: 23 € / PER DAY
8 - 14 DAYS: 20 € / PER DAY
15 + DAYS: 17 € / PER DAY

E-BIKE
1 - 2 DAYS: 45 € / PER DAY
3 - 7 DAYS: 38 € / PER DAY
8 - 14 DAYS: 33 € / PER DAY
15 + DAYS: 25 € / PER DAY

E-MTB
1 - 2 DAYS: 45 € / PER DAY
3 - 7 DAYS: 38 € / PER DAY
8 - 14 DAYS: 33 € / PER DAY
15 + DAYS: 25 € / PER DAY

CHILD BIKES
1 - 2 DAYS: 12,5 € / PER DAY
3 - 7 DAYS: 11,5 € / PER DAY
8 - 14 DAYS: 10 € / PER DAY
15 + DAYS: 8,50 € / PER DAY

OPTIONAL

SPD / SPD SL / LOOK SPEEDPLAY PEDALS
1 - 2 DAYS: 2 € / PER DAY
3 - 7 DAYS: 2 € / PER DAY
8 - 14 DAYS: 2 € / PER DAY
15 + DAYS: 2 € / PER DAY

HELMETS
1 - 2 DAYS: 1 € / PER DAY
3 - 7 DAYS: 1 € / PER DAY
8 - 14 DAYS: 1 € / PER DAY
15 + DAYS: 1 € / PER DAY

CHILD SEAT
1 - 2 DAYS: 7 € / PER DAY
3 - 7 DAYS: 6 € / PER DAY
8 - 14 DAYS: 4 € / PER DAY
15 + DAYS: 2 € / PER DAY
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SEA KAYAKING 
ADVENTURE TO 
PAKLENI ISLANDS 
Combine the historic town of Hvar with the emerald jewels of the Pakleni Islands. 
Explore the myriad of the Pakleni Islands, a divine collections in front of Hvar, whose 
pine trees provide shade to numerous idyllic coves. There is time to swim, snorkel, chill, 
get a coffee or refreshing drink at beach bar. Kayak slowly back to Hvar in the early 
afternoon. 



TOUR DURATION: 3-4 h

DIFFICULTY: Medium physical exercise

DEPARTURE TIME: depending on season

MEETING POINT: Krizna luka beach, at our sea kayaking base. 7min walk from the city promenade, 

just after Franciscan monastery

PRICE INCLUDES: sea kayak and paddle, life jacket, dry bag, spray skirt if needed, snorkeling 

equipment to use (mask + snorkel), guide and introduction in paddling techniques and safety

WHAT TO BRING: Sunscreen, hat, sunglasses, long sleeve (Lycra if you have it, cotton if you don’t) 

shirt, quick drying sports shoes, swimming gear, bottled water, towel and snacks.

WHAT’S EXTRA: gratuities to guide

EQUIPMENT:  Kayaks–single or double sit-in sea kayaks/ or sit on top double sea kayaks: We mainly 

use double sea kayaks for our shorter trips because they are faster, more stable, very spacious and 

easier for novice paddlers to use. Let us know if you prefer a single sea kayak

DISABILITIES FRIENDLY: Please consult us for further details

KID FRIENDLY: Yes – but please let us know in advance

PRICE PER PERSON / min. 2 people / max. people - on request 

400,00 kn or 55 € morning tour / 15.04. - 15.10.

400,00 kn or 55 € afternoon tour / 01.06. - 31.08.

400,00 kn or 55 € sunset tour / 15.06. - 31.08.

PRIVATE OPTION 2250,00 kn - 300 € 
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S E A  K A Y A K I N G  A D V E N T U R E
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PER PERSON / max 2 people    

1200,00 kn - 160 EUR per tour

TOUR DESCRIPTION:
Timeless classic, Piaggio Ape Calessino o�ers a charming way to escape reality and get-to-know Hvar’s 
hidden places. This panoramic tour starts in the town of Hvar and heads through the almost forgotten 
Stari Grad road, once the main road on the island. Our �rst stop is the Hvar Fortress from the 16th 
century, with the most wonderful view that will take your breath away. We proceed to Brusje village 
and head to Vidikovac, with a perspective on the surrounding islands and the Stari Grad Plain. The 
road then takes us to Velo Grablje village, famous for lavender �elds, Malo Grablje, a completely 
abandoned picturesque village in the middle of the island, and the main road brings us back to Hvar, 
where the tour ends.

MEETING POINT: Hotels Pharos and Amfora at the reception, other hotels at the Hvar Bus station.

TOUR LENGTH: 25km

TOUR DURATION: 2h 30min

DEPARTURE TIME: 09:00h, 12:30h, 17:00h (or by agreement)

TOUR INCLUDES: tour as described, licensed guide/driver and insurance.

PIAGGIO APE 
CALESSINO 
SIGHTSEEING TOUR



RENT A SPEEDBOAT
Renting your own speedboat with a skipper for a day and exploring Paklinski islands 
(Paklinski islands is an archipelago located in front of Hvar and is quite well known 
for secluded beaches, clean sea and good restaurants). Nearby island of Vis offers great 
escapes and we suggest visiting Blue and Green caves there.

• SEA DOO SPEEDSTER, 6, 00-meter boat, 5 passengers, 2*215 HP    440€/DAY + FUEL

• SEA DOO CHALLENGER, 7, 00 -meter boat, 8 passengers, 2*215 HP  540€/DAY + FUEL

• COBALT BOWRIDER, 10,00-meter boat, 12 passengers, 2*260 HP   900€/DAY +FUEL

• RIB OFFSHORE 270, 9, 60-meter boat, 12 passengers, 250 HP    750€/DAY +FUEL

• SEA RAY, 10, 6-meter boat, 6 passengers, 2*260 HP      900€/DAY +FUEL

• SEA THUNDER 800, 9, 00-meter boat, 10 passengers, 250 HP     700€/DAY +FUEL

• RIB BARACUDA B- 23, 7, 00-meter boat, 7 passengers, 150 HP   390€/DAY +FUEL

• SPEEDER 660, 6, 60-meter boat, 7 passengers, 130 HP     390€/DAY +FUEL

• SPEEDER 560, 5.60-meter boat, 5 passengers, 90 HP     290€/DAY +FUEL

• SUMMER BREEZE, 11-meter boat, 16 passengers, 500 HP    1000€/DAY +FUEL

NOTE: The price includes skipper; fuel is not included.
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LUXURY YACHT
Luxurious yacht rental. Includes skipper and hostess
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PERSHING 46

PRICE PER DAY

2000  €  + fuel

YEAR: 2007.

LENGTH OVER EVERYTHING: 14,72 m

BODY MATERIAL: plastic

WADE: 1,42m

WIDTH: 4,05 m

MOTOR: 2×800 HP Man

FUEL: DIZEL

MAX SPEED: 35 kts

CABINS: 3
BERTHS: 6
SHOWERS / WC: 2/3

FLAG: HR



R E N T  A  S P E E D  B O A T

SEA DOO SPEEDSTER

COBALT BOWRIDER

RIB OFFSHORE 270 SEA THUNDER 800 

PAKLINSKI ISLANDS ARCHIPELAGO

SEA DOO CHALLER
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SUMMER BREEZE WITH CABIN SUMMER BREEZE OPEN 

SPEEDER 560 SEA RAY

R E N T  A  S P E E D  B O A T

RIB BARACUDA B- 23 SPEEDER 660
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VIP TRANSFER SERVICE
Catering to your exclusive needs and available from 00.00 to 24.00 hours every day, 
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• COBALT BOWRIDER 10,00m boat, max 10 passengers    2700 € ONE WAY

• BAKAN SEA THUNDER  9,00m boat,  max 10 passengers       1350 € ONE WAY

• B 27 OFFSHORE  9,60m boat, max 8 passengers     2000 € ONE WAY   

• SUMMER BREEZE  open or with cabin / 11m boat, max 16 passenge   2700 € ONE WAY

• PERSHING 46  14,72m boat, max 12 passenge      4500 € ONE WAY  

TRANSFER PRICE HVAR- DUBROVNIK PER WAY

B27 OFFSHORE SUMMER BREEZE WITH CABIN

BAKAN SEA THUNDERCOBALT BOWRIDER   

Car transfer is not included.



PERSHING 46

V I P  T R A N S F E R  S E R V I C E
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VIP TRANSFER SERVICE
Catering to your exclusive needs and available from 00.00 to 24.00 hours every day, 
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• COBALT BOWRIDER 10,00m boat max 10 passengers    1200 € ONE WAY

• BAKAN SEA THUNDER  9,00m boat  max 10 passengers       670 € ONE WAY

• BAKAN SEA THUNDER  9,00m boat  max 6 passengers       460 € ONE WAY

• B 27 OFFSHORE  9,60m boat max 8 passengers     730 € ONE WAY   

• SUMMER BREEZE  open or with cabin / 11m boat, max 16 passenge   1200 € ONE WAY

• PERSHING 46  14,72m boat, max 12 passenge      2000 € ONE WAY

• RIB BARACUDA B- 23, 7, 00-meter boat, 4 passengers, 150 HP                460 € ONE WAY

  

TRANSFER PRICE HVAR- SPLIT/SPLIT-HVAR PER WAY
Car transfer is not included.
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VIS ISLAND 
HIGHLIGHTS & SECRETS
Imagine an island which was closed to foreigners until just 25 years ago as it was home 
to the largest missile base in former Yugoslavia, but is the birthplace of European cricket 
outside the UK. An island which has had huge British military impact over the centuries 
and houses Allied cemeteries, soldiers who paid the price for the strategic positioning of 
Vis in the Adriatic which has attracted visitors – friend and foe – since time 
immemorial. An island with its own submarine base and secret military installations. 
An island which hosted the first sailing regatta in the world. An island of fabulous wine, 
food, tradition and history, reassuringly far from the mainland, and one whose second 
town has more families living from fishing than tourism. An island of outstanding 
natural beauty, of traditional stone Dalmatian stone villages and fertile fields 
contributing to the healthy and natural Mediterranean diet.
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V I S  I S L A N D  H I G H L I G H T S  &  S E C R E T S

And an island that many tourists visit only for a famous beach, voted the best in all Europe, as part of 

a visit to neighboring star attractions, the Blue and Green Caves, but missing all of the above. Stand 
out from the crowd and join us on our private tour of Secret Vis, one of the most fascinating islands of 
all. Join our local experts to explore the island’s rich military history, bizarre sporting claim to fame 
and fabulous food and wine, including its indigenous white wine gem, Vugava.

TOUR DESCRIPTION: Of course, it would be foolish not to visit those popular attractions above, 

but in order to get the most out of them, it is advisable to do them �rst, before the crowds – two 
amazing caves and the best beach in Europe for a little swimming. Not a bad way to start the day 
before we discover Vis away from the crowds.
Suggested itinerary – please note that an earlier departure is possible – even advisable given the 
growing popularity of the caves. It should also be noted that crowds at the Blue Cave may delay the 
schedule somewhat.

09:00  Hvar town departure

09:45  First stop, including time for a swim is the Green Cave, which is not as popular as its Blue 
cousin, but well worth a visit. The Green Cave (called Želena Spilja by the locals): a small opening in 
the ceiling of the cave lets the sun light pass through, creating an image very similar with a �ashlight 
cone in the night. The cone is also visible in the water and you can clearly see the spot where it hits 
the seabed.

10:30  Stiniva bay – hard to spot with its cli�s protecting its location, Stiniva is divine, a small ray of 
heaven which is collecting several international accolades, the lastest of which was best beach in 
Europe by European Best Destinations. Enjoy the moment with a dip in true Dalmatian heaven.

11:00  The Blue Cave is a water-logged sea cave located in a small bay called Balun (Ball in the local 
dialect), on the east side of the island of Bisevo and about 4.5 nautical miles (8.3 km) from Komiza. The 
grotto is one of the best known natural beauty spots on the Adriatic and a popular show cave 
because of the glowing blue light that appears at certain times of day.

12:00 – 12;30 pick up in Komiza, short refreshement and a brief introduction into the Secret Vis 
tour with refreshments (why not try a glass of the famous Vugava white wine from Vis, or beer lovers 
might be interest in the island’s very own craft beer only the second to be produced on a Croatian 
island), which will take place either side of lunch learning about the harsh conditions Dalmatians 
endured on this former wine island before mass emigration due to phylloxera and a poor economy 
caused mass emigration. A key part of the tour is military history, LOTS of amazing military history.

1PM – 1:30 guided car transfers and tour towards lunch place

1:30PM Lunch at Roki’s estate, a veritable feast of Dalmatian peka, and the sitting of one of the most 
remarkable stories in Dalmatia, for your host Roki was solely responsible for continuing one of the island’s 
more unusual claims to fame – the oldest cricket club in Europe outside the UK. With regular international 
games and tournaments on the edge of the military air�eld which played such a crucial role in World War 
II, the stories and setting are a match for the excellent gourmet experience.

3PM departure for the 2nd part of the inland tour with various stops. Discover the role the British have 
played over the centuries on Vis, with their forts, Allied cemeteries and role in refugee evacuation to the 
Sinai Desert. And as fascinating as those stories are, Vis is famous for its submarine base (you will visit), as 
well as its tunnels and ramparts built into the hills by Tito, as well as a missile loading site. Imagine a 
current tourist island which was closed to the world just 25 years ago.

5:30PM town of Vis – departure to Hvar town
An optional extra is a unique experience on the traditional wooden sailing boats of Komiza – the falkusa. 
Beautifully restored, sail out to the bay of Komiza and experience sailing like the participants of the �rst 
regatta in the world did back in 1593. Yes, that took place in falkusa – on that secret island of Vis!

DEPARTURE TIME:
BETWEEN 08 – 10AM. The main reason of the early start is to get on Blue Cave before the rest of the 
crowd. And to maximize the experiences along the tour.

DURATION: Minimum 8 hours



And an island that many tourists visit only for a famous beach, voted the best in all Europe, as part of 

a visit to neighboring star attractions, the Blue and Green Caves, but missing all of the above. Stand 
out from the crowd and join us on our private tour of Secret Vis, one of the most fascinating islands of 
all. Join our local experts to explore the island’s rich military history, bizarre sporting claim to fame 
and fabulous food and wine, including its indigenous white wine gem, Vugava.

TOUR DESCRIPTION: Of course, it would be foolish not to visit those popular attractions above, 

but in order to get the most out of them, it is advisable to do them �rst, before the crowds – two 
amazing caves and the best beach in Europe for a little swimming. Not a bad way to start the day 
before we discover Vis away from the crowds.
Suggested itinerary – please note that an earlier departure is possible – even advisable given the 
growing popularity of the caves. It should also be noted that crowds at the Blue Cave may delay the 
schedule somewhat.

09:00  Hvar town departure

09:45  First stop, including time for a swim is the Green Cave, which is not as popular as its Blue 
cousin, but well worth a visit. The Green Cave (called Želena Spilja by the locals): a small opening in 
the ceiling of the cave lets the sun light pass through, creating an image very similar with a �ashlight 
cone in the night. The cone is also visible in the water and you can clearly see the spot where it hits 
the seabed.

10:30  Stiniva bay – hard to spot with its cli�s protecting its location, Stiniva is divine, a small ray of 
heaven which is collecting several international accolades, the lastest of which was best beach in 
Europe by European Best Destinations. Enjoy the moment with a dip in true Dalmatian heaven.

11:00  The Blue Cave is a water-logged sea cave located in a small bay called Balun (Ball in the local 
dialect), on the east side of the island of Bisevo and about 4.5 nautical miles (8.3 km) from Komiza. The 
grotto is one of the best known natural beauty spots on the Adriatic and a popular show cave 
because of the glowing blue light that appears at certain times of day.

12:00 – 12;30 pick up in Komiza, short refreshement and a brief introduction into the Secret Vis 
tour with refreshments (why not try a glass of the famous Vugava white wine from Vis, or beer lovers 
might be interest in the island’s very own craft beer only the second to be produced on a Croatian 
island), which will take place either side of lunch learning about the harsh conditions Dalmatians 
endured on this former wine island before mass emigration due to phylloxera and a poor economy 
caused mass emigration. A key part of the tour is military history, LOTS of amazing military history.
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V I S  I S L A N D  H I G H L I G H T S  &  S E C R E T S

1PM – 1:30 guided car transfers and tour towards lunch place

1:30PM Lunch at Roki’s estate, a veritable feast of Dalmatian peka, and the sitting of one of the most 
remarkable stories in Dalmatia, for your host Roki was solely responsible for continuing one of the island’s 
more unusual claims to fame – the oldest cricket club in Europe outside the UK. With regular international 
games and tournaments on the edge of the military air�eld which played such a crucial role in World War 
II, the stories and setting are a match for the excellent gourmet experience.

3PM departure for the 2nd part of the inland tour with various stops. Discover the role the British have 
played over the centuries on Vis, with their forts, Allied cemeteries and role in refugee evacuation to the 
Sinai Desert. And as fascinating as those stories are, Vis is famous for its submarine base (you will visit), as 
well as its tunnels and ramparts built into the hills by Tito, as well as a missile loading site. Imagine a 
current tourist island which was closed to the world just 25 years ago.

5:30PM town of Vis – departure to Hvar town
An optional extra is a unique experience on the traditional wooden sailing boats of Komiza – the falkusa. 
Beautifully restored, sail out to the bay of Komiza and experience sailing like the participants of the �rst 
regatta in the world did back in 1593. Yes, that took place in falkusa – on that secret island of Vis!

DEPARTURE TIME:
BETWEEN 08 – 10AM. The main reason of the early start is to get on Blue Cave before the rest of the 
crowd. And to maximize the experiences along the tour.

DURATION: Minimum 8 hours
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V I S  I S L A N D  H I G H L I G H T S  &  S E C R E T S

VIS SECRETS & HIGHLIGHTS

2 people 925 €  165 €  200 € 

3 people 700 €  145 €  166 € 

4 people 520 €  125 €  150 €

5 people 400 €  110 €  111 €

6 people 370 €  100 €  145 €

7 people 300 €  95 €  135 €

8 people 270 €  90 €  130 €

9 people 350 €  110 €  155 €

10 people 310 €  105 €  145 €

11 people 310 €  100 €  140 €

12 people 285 €  100 €  135 €

13 people 265 €  95 €  130 €

14 people 250 €  95 €  125 €

REGULAR: BOAT 
& 4H INLAND

REGULAR BOAT 
& INLAND WITH
WINE TASTING

REGULAR BOAT 
& INLAND WITH
WINE TASTING 

& 3 COURSE LUNCH
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INDEX
1. HVAR WINE TOUR
2. WINE TASTING (ONE WINERY)
3. WINE TASTING  (TWO WINERIES ONE IN VRBOSKA AND ONE IN JELSA OR TWO IN JELSA)
4. HALF DAY WINE TOUR AND THE LUNCH
5. WAVES AND WINES
6. FOOD & WINE PAIRED LUNCH/DINNER
7. WINE TASTING IN THE WINEYARD
8. VUJNOVIĆ WINE TASTING
9. COOKING CLASS AT FAMILY TUDOR IN THE LAVENDER VILLAGE
10. HALF DAY OFFROAD TOUR
11. ISLAND CULINARY PICNIC
12. HVAR HIKING TOUR
13. HVAR ISLAND TOUR 
14. HVAR HERITAGE WALKING TOUR  (PRIVATE TOUR)
15. AGRO-TOURISM PHAROS (DINNER OR LUNCH)
16. MINI CRUISING AROUND PAKLINSKI ISLANDS 
17. EXPLORING THE GREEN AND BLUE CAVES
18. SPEEDBOAT DISCOVERY
19. BRAČ ISLAND AND BOL BEACH
20. PRIVATE SAILING BOAT HIRE 8 HOURS
21. PRIVATE SAILING BOAT HIRE 4 HOURS
22. FULL DAY SAILING TO VIS
23. SUNSET OR HALF DAY SAILING TOUR / 4 HOURS HVAR – PAKLENI ISLANDS
24. CHAMPAGNE SUNSET PICNIC
25. STRAWBERRIES AND CHAMPAGNE 
26. BOHEMIAN ROMANTIC SUNSET DINNER
27. SKYDIVE ON HVAR
28. WIND SURF 
29. DISCOVERING SCUBA DIVING
30. SCUBA DIVER COURSE
31. OUR SOMETHING EXTRA HVAR CITY TOUR 
32. WILD HVAR JEEP SAFARI, FULL DAY, INCLUDING AN AUTHENTIC ISLAND LUNCH WITH WINE
33. JEEP SAFARI
34. SELF GUIDED HVAR CYCLING TOUR / 3,5 HRS
35. BIKE AND WINE TOUR
36. RENT A BIKE
37. SEA KAYAKING ADVENTURE TO PAKLENI ISLANDS 
38. PIAGGIO APE CALESSINO SIGHTSEEING TOUR
39. RENTA SPEEDBOAT
40. LUXURY YACHT
41. VIP TRANSFER SERVICE
42. VIS ISLAND HIGHLIGHTS & SECRETS


